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INTRODUCTION 
CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
During this v~iter's years spent in the several areas of seminary 
study, a gro\ring interest has developed concerning the basic philoso-
phical structure of education; whether secular or religious. A realiza-
tion has gro\~1 upon this writer that no educational viewpoint or system 
developed without being based upon some particular philosophy. This was 
evidenced by both secular and religious systems of education. 
A class in "History of Christian Education," and limited study on 
the history of progressive education brought to this writers focused 
attention the fact that basic presuppositions in an educational theory 
profoundly effect the final outcome. With this in mind, as well as a 
desire to study further into the philosophical structure of progressive 
education, the question arose as to whether there was a~ relationship 
between modern progressive education and contemporary religious educa-
tion. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement .Qf 1llit nroblem. The purpose of this study was to 
(1) r~:iew the ba~~ounds of modern progressive education; (2) to come 
to an understanding of the philosophy that structured progressive educa-
tion; (3) to show the implications in educational theory; (4) to make a 
comparison of progressive education and its philosophical implications 
with contemporary religious education in America; and (5) to discern any 
effect progressive education may have had upon contemporary religious 
2 
education. 
Point three in the above paragraph refers to the implications in 
educational theory that naturally result from the foundational structure 
point out how the underlying structure, or philosophy, of secular progres-
/ 
sive education will determine in what manner the person is 
treated. ~1e basic tenants of liberalism, nee-orthodoxy and evangelicalism 
have a natural carry-over in the respective educational program of each. 
nat.-·u.ral relationship between theory and actual educational practice 
is what is referred to when the purpose to educational implications 
was mentioned. 
Justification :!.Q!:. .!h.! ~.:tu&• An:f study of secular education of 
this type should answer these questionsa \tlat is m.a.n ultimately considered 
to be? Who or what is God? Does such an. ,one exist? If sot what relation-
ship does Be have with man? The views held concerning these factors deter-
mine how and what man ought to be taught. 
Likewise, in a study of religious education, the content of any 
particular theological persuasion must be a reflection of what it believes 
concerning God, man, provision for salvation, if such is needed, authority 
and other related matters. These, in turn, determine how and what is to 
be taught. l'he basis of' any system or theory is its belief', which is, in 
reality, its philosophy. 
The issues involved in education are o:f tremendous import. It is 
inevitable that secular and religious education should exert influence 
upon each other. Sometimes it may be agreement, other times it may show 
itself in antagonism. An investigation of a comparative nature between 
; 
the two fields of secular progressive education and contemporary religious 
education seems justifiable. 
This study has been undertaken with the hope that an investigation 
into the area each field this writers tuuu,.A·-
of the impli .................. ,..,.., involved in 
has been 
do a COlllpii!X<:!. 
and the 
main !rtreams of contemporary protestant religious education. 
£imitations~~ stu$f. Education is a field of such broad 
proportions it is necessary that the scope of this study be defined. 
This study has been limited to the underlying structure or philosophy 
which forma the basis of secular progressive education. From this limited 
aspect the consequent im·plioationa to education have considere<l. 
In the same manner the basic tenants of liberalism, neo-orthodo~, 
and evangelicalism have been investigated with consequent educational 
implications considered. Bf so lirrdting the bounds this study· it 
been necessary that methods, curriculum and administration be excluded• 
II. DEFINITIOlf.S OF USED 
P.rpg;essive education. speaking of progressive education 
all of authoritarianism and absolutism. The primary forms revolted 
against are traditional theories of epistemology, religion, ethics and 
polities. This is meliorbtie if :not optimistic of man's own 
natural powers and abilities, particularly his self-regenerative nn~!l"~..,. 
to face continuously and to overcome satisfactorily the fears, super-
stitions and bewilderments of an ever-threatening environment. 
Pr~tism. Pragmatism is primarily an attitude, a method which 
became a philosophy. Pragmatism emphasizes ends and consequences rather 
than princtplea, :first things and ultimate realities. :fragmatism is 
primarily a method concerned with scientific observation and operation 
for all of life. The prominent features of pragmatism a.I'e its concern 
for the biological and social sciences • 
. :ti~lii,!~s Education. By using this term9 reference is made to 
that process of religious instruction Which commonly conducted by 
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churah t:,rroups or religious associations. !J:he purpose of religious 
education for any 0rroup is to instill a belief of their in their 
followers. This is necessary if their belief is to be conserved and per-
petuated. 
Each one of the three groups in Protestantism which have been 
covered in this study would insist that their education be called "Chris-
tian•• education rather than religious ea'ucation. Yet there are areas 
which are distinctive to liberalism alone. Neo-orthodo~ has doctrinal 
views which are distinctively their own. Evangelicals likewise subscribe 
to doctrines which they feel en·title them to use the term nChristiann 
Due to this situation it has wise to use the term religious 
"""''"""""'"'"" of this study not rather than nChristiann education since the 
concerned itself with this phase of the problem. 
lll. REVIEW OF THE FIELD 
To the knowledge of this writert there is no work available 
which compares the field of progressive education directly with con-
temporary religious education. Much literature has been written pro 
and con, concerning progressive education, clearly their posi-
tion. Bowevert the production of materials whiCh state clearly the posi-
tions of various groups in the religious field are significantly small. 
IV • HISTORY OJ.!' THE\1 PROBLEM 
Since the early Greek philosopher, Heraclitus, have 
to find, by reason and by natural what constitutes 
the basic structure and elements of the world in which they lived. 
This study commences with Heraclitus who is thought to have been born 
about 5:50 :a.c. 
rio thing nev• is in this study·. 
set in new light, at least to writer of this 
purpose is 
the comparable 
tenants of progressive ed:ucation and contemporary religious e:iucation. 
problem existed throughout the centuries as to what the 
premise should for an education. History witnessed the 
educational pend:ulu.m as 1 t swung from one extreme to another. The basic 
one with or 
V. lllli-wrHOD OF PROCEDURE 
and used have been 
from in the Weatern Library. also 
5 
was made of valuable books from the personal libraries of thia writer's 
professors as well as his own. 
The procedure was to read through standards in the field and of 
recognized authors and authorities, both secular and religious. 
VI. 
assumption been the reader of this survey will 
be acquainted, at least to some degree, with both the fields of education 
and Protestant religion. As a resu.lt of that assumption, words vmich 
would have been included in a glossary 9 had the reader been a novice to 
the field, have been assumed as understood by the reader. 
6 
II 
AN HISTOUIC.AL ·""''''n.uru\J~n.uJ OF PR0Gl1ESS!Vg EDUCATION 
II 
EDUCATION 
INFW.liiNCE 
Progressivism in education and pragmatism in philosophy did not 
drop out of the educational sky unprecipitatad. Rather it many 
Heraclitus. 
Heraclitus .. 
The ancient Greeks produced many of the world's greatest thinkers. 
One of the first was Heraclitus. His life is not for sure. 
Windelband places his birth between 540 and 530 B.C., and says that his 
death could scarcely have occurred before 470 B.c.1 
Little is actually that which is 
erad the fragments of his woz:k, and quotations of l!.im made by Plato 
and Aristotle. Of the little that is known of him, it is evident that he 
expressed the belief that all reality characterized by constant 
and that nothing is permanent except the principle of change itsel£. 2 
Heraclitus observed that nothing st~ed the same. Everything 
constantly changed. He noted that many things were opposites: 
1ri. Windelband, f~istorz £! Ancient J?hilosophz, quoted in J. Donald 
.Butler, ~ PhilosoPhies .!!15!, Their P.ractic~ 1:!!. Education and Religion, 
Yorks Harper and Brothexs, 1951), Pp. 395-396. 
2rheodore Brameld, Philosouhies of Eduoationln Cultural Perspeo-
~ (New York: The Dryden Press, 1955), P• 94• 
The soul and water, water and earth, day and :night, 
winter and summer, war and peace, satiety and hunger, fire 
and air, the living and the dead, the walking and the sleep-
ing, the you~ a.nd the old, the cold and the warm, the moist 
and the dry .. 
Yet these opposites did not appear to him as ultimately separated 
opposi tea. Rather he saw in thenn appearances that passed one into the 
other. becoming night, 
2 
and :night becoming day, the young becoming old, and so on, infi:ni tely .. 
becoming water, 
The world, than, to Heraclitus was a constantly all 
things flowing and nothing abiding. 
Raracli ttts, that and he 
clefined as sense perception.; held that the knowledge of the 
world came to man these stimulus-
si·~ations never remain constant, and consequently cannot be con-
sidered to represent a reality. All of the stimulus-response experiences 
of the constant flux everywhere in the universe. These 
sense perceptions, however, are the closest one can come to reality. 
The doubtful, 
if not impossible. is tr~e, then, is sense perceptions one 
has at a time. The Sophist P.rotagoras stretches the theory that 
both tru.th and value are relative to time and place. 
lButler, ~· ~., P• 396. 
2Ibid. 
-
3roid., p .. 399· 
4Brameld, .2.'2.• .ill•, P• 95· 
9 
II. 
A leap of a number of centuries brings us to J!'ranoia :Bacon, the 
one credited with contributing much to progressivism. 
:Bacon was an Englishman who lived in the He 
the beliefs of men as to a 
int.rs of their <:nm minds >'f"ith too little respect for actual :reality. 
:Bacon felt that one of the primary reasons for man's erroneous 
view of was because he held a homocentric view. Man had gath-
ered a great number of beliefs and practices about him, 'mich, though 
·very impresaivet were actually of little or no Yalue, they were 
~ false. Consequently Bacon insisted that men shake off these false notions 
and put in their place a system of simple observation and the scientific, 
experiemental study of natura. 'lnis system was to be achieved by using 
an inductive approach to logic. Knowledge was to be approached by observ-
ing simply as they are. particular have valu.e and 
when generalizations are made, these values are lost. 
ideas in eduoo-
to the of other also. 
John lunoa Comeniua. 
--
John Comeniua was born in 1592, in Moravia. He stands in the 
of' progressive education because he was a great innovator of 
educational method. 
Comenius was to know much heartbreak and bitterness in his 
10 
personal life. Orphaned. at an early age, and defrauded of a small inheri-
tance, he lived in the home an aunt and attended the local elementary 
school was anything but a satisfying experience for the young lad. 
The of his to into consideration the needs, in-
abilities of children. was thoroughly con-
tent with little or no relation to life. 
Comenius continued his at Hebron College the 
tion of qualifying the in the Brothers .. here, 
Oomenius read Ratke•s, on School " with 
. correcting the defects in the curren·t of teaching which had so 
thoroughly chafed Comenius .. 
Ratke recognised that there was order in nature and order was 
also evident in the growth of the child. He concluded that this 
ought to be sought and followed. He also advocated many other 
among which ware no constraint by the teacher, questioning and 
rather than memorizing• experience of the individual, , and inquiry. 
These were to become the child's m1thority. 
It was arm1nd these that 
was to crystalize. 
Oomenius• contribution been auJrmD.l:l.I':l 
It might be said of Comenius that he gathered up all 
that had praoeaded him and made it practical .... He knew the 
past, understood the present, and :a.nticipated the future. 
His ed:ucational aim was: to incu.lcate the highest ideals 
of education, to make learning a pleasure, and to produce 
good citizens; to point out to and teach 
all that is valuable in knowledge. 
In tha larger sense it waa to men "Eternal 
with God." To that end, all knowledge to him was 
valuable. He collected it and systematized it in an 
11 
orderly faahion. 1 
came a in 
follmv him, Comenius• purpos& and aim in his educational 
that ·the ultimate and man is life; is a 
f.' or ete:rni ty. 2 
Some forty was born, 
who was to cause a atir which has never completely died down. 
Rousseau is classified in same stream as 
Com.enius, his reasons were • Rousseau's 
reason for his works to for• 
his which saw all so that it to 
be hand and foot in cllains. 
Coult<11r the observation that 
it must ·oe 
was , 
tion was so 
ranJ so that 
writings. 
lcharles w. Coulter and 
that his 
York~ D. Var1 
2Ibid .. , P• 93• 
3~., Pp. 98-99· 
, the church 
formal, and 
their own child-
of 
theory 
12 
child conscious as no done for centuries and an inspir-
source 18th re:formlhl 
It was Rousseau's contention that good as it comes 
from the hands of the au thor of , but everything in 
the hand of man. n2 In Emile, he takes a young boy to develop 
him in a way that will maintain his pristine goodness. 
l~atural Education to Rousseau was rather a negation of a:ny formal 
education in the child u.ntil he was twelve years of age. He was to do as 
he was moved to do with no external interference. Education was to be 
purely negative in its earlier • It of shielding the 
child's h•~art from vice and his mind from error. 
none Rousseau's were new his 
siaS'nificance in his originality bu:t rather in his 
ability to current tenclenoies such 
and rhetorical skill they the hearts of 
and to do 
the maladjustments indicated. 
have been full holes and incon• 
he did child as an individual with diffal~~mt 
interests and abilities. recognized the natural aids to which 
had been only ·the slightest heed by the educators of hia time. 
l_!bid,., P• 99• 
~l2g· 
• 100-101. 
clo~oely 
Rous:sea:u•s 
unco:r..nooted wi. th it, crune 
hanJs) and his two 
• 
Until s ot 
about 
he held, came one's senses, not 
and signs. held with the sense that «sense 
is the absolute foundation of' all knowledge.nl 
so-called new concept in that came b;y 
sense only, aim S"tlch as 
held.. To into a in-
stinots, child. 
:rather than for 
the society. 
as a 
, and , he 
believed ·that education should consist in the natural, pro-
child's 
in 
In the education of children it was to rel;r 
at upon observation of 
and than and 
Freeman Bu·tts an(i Laurence A .. 
in Am':rioan ..Q!:ilttp:'e (New Heney Holt 
A H:l.s~o:r;.c of Education 
cmriP'ru~ 1953");" P• 380. 
2Ibid. 
14 
word to • To him ed.uaa ... 
tion was the of activity, not 
did not fJ;O to Rousseau ooncerni~ 
his philosophy 
was in each 
of He was 
born in 1782 and him 
a home. ..1\t the a his 
constant 
From went as an to a forester. It was 
I 
he that he into the 
of nature. He beo8Jlle the idea the 
hilll all of his 
viewed man as a of this work 
in known as the discoverer 
of He was the 
groups, the at 
this and main-
it 
cause he has and had no 
with teachers Who assumed natural depravity in children and 
treated accordingly. 
he may have gone too as indeed he did, in propounding 
the inherent goodness of children, yet it was a reaction to the popular 
thinking of Europe which considered the child a little barbarian, inher-
ently destructive, disorderly a.nd m.iaerably depraved, a notion resulting 
from church's doctrine of original sin.l 
~~oebel conceived of the ,mind as activity. To him education was 
concerned about llfe. was not rather 
p~rticipation in the life around one. Froebel, 
of education. 
Froebel that the proper to start 
an instit~tion of his creation. The idea was to provide an 
where children could g-row. Play was tho highly 
n.ew 
and for the dynamic 
oualy involved a 
o:r school 
the child, for hie individuality, 
and active qualities of his nature obvi-
the ·tr:::ldi -tional rigidity and 
em:pu<:l.lu.~:~ upon manipu-
15 
lation of objects to and to express one's 
produ oed a .vr'""'"'-'' .... accent on activity place intel-
leotual pursuit. notion group activity 
means to a of the 
as a desirable out• 
link in progressive education, especially the later type o£ 
philosophy. was born at in 1798• 
16 
.Hlducated the E~:cole in , he 
as a brilliant student. 
positivism of Comte is a kind of 
common today.. La:ws and re1lations are 
than physical or spiritual substance 
This can be better 
distlnct 
intellectual insights.. As he these 
and. These 
the order 
and the The third level men 
that the all served 
man to in to society. 
them here: 
17 
there are of' chemiBtry, a:n.d astronom.y. 
intellectual 
with sooietr 
Consequently, aocordi~~ to Comte 9 the 
is the that 
discovering these laws arl.d """'·L"-.J"H"'. nrurmcrnv them. 
The contribution Comte is important in the stream of contributors 
in that two of his philosophy have followed into twentieth-century 
American are the metaph.ys:l.os 
and an intense interest in social relations. 2 
.. AM.EffiiCA!"f 
P-rogressive education in with the philos-
thnt it to 
it will be to both 
as we tra.ce the education. 
to be the :founrler in 
i\marioa.. He was influenced by Ki!tnt 
in which of 
to the practical consequences 
The 
Sanders Peirce (1839•1914) on 
Yorks 
l~b.id; .. , Pp. 407-408. 
2Ibid .. , P• 408,. 
consideration the 
attention 
in a 
to 
was not well 
understood 
more radical 
It waa from 
in 
Peirce's criterian 
his 
root to 
unless they l 
was not so a of' 
as a means of what the content or essence 
tru.th of 
an idea is.2 
cloubt:f.ul if intention was to 
.Peirce was his 
and 
with 
conviction. 
thinking. 
as wall. 
was to 
with 
as a 
written 
it in 
enthusiast 
, P• 96., 
.2:2.• ..s!l•, P• 412. 
philosophy of 
Peirce., was 
force to 
his 
religion. 
his own vital 
he had 
the 
judgement.1 
that 
even 
to such 
a.n.d 
had become 
At 
; 
' 11• 41; • 
.ill·, J;h 256. 
, P• 416 .. 
of 
that it 
at 
mea.:nt 
wa,s his own 
in 
weak body-. 
"will to 
or 
in-
19 
20 
.At the sa.me time Jamea • God was not an in:t~ini te, Superna:tura.l God, 
but rather a finite God. James was impressed with the novelty, freedom, 
individuality and diversity of our world.1 Because of this it was neoes-
sary for him to insist upon a God who was neither infinite nor absolute. 
Pluralism means that there are real possibilities for 
In other 
started with Heraclitus. 
toward 
to .Tames was 
the 
universe. 
the 
it. 
r:ro 
and friendly. 
man 
Cl"eate a better 
stream 
to beo looked 
or 
, as others 
or 
or on experience, 
of consciousness.; James, in 
• 
21 
l2!Y! Dewey. 
John born in 1859· His home was in 
as a normal child, with the usual boy interests. Occasion• 
ally he did odd jobs, dutifully 
ently was not :l.ntell~otually 
school education • 
. At the 
and ·one yee:r in a 
ms:ter :for a in 
1 church. Appar-
his in public 
1v.ho held. a 
in City, 
• 
Torrey.1 
went on to do 
Hopk:ina Um.versity. This was in 1882, by 1884 he had com.-
D. , with a dissertation titled, 
of Kant." 
At 
additional to the Scottish Torre,.v. 2 influences 
tvere to form the cast u~'On whi oh 
most in these was the 
(1840.1889) 
and 3 
was the third on 
at was at 
seems to he.v~?; 
to 
He was at th.is time 
" 
At the same time he was 
touched of Hall and his vie'Wl on in-
p:cmre (jf to the of 
is Butler's belief that: 
to go vrith 
ga.1:1 iihere career as an so 
in 
some o~f the of 
choice of 
cit .. , p .. 250 .. 
- .. 
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influence, through Professor Morris, ·that was hold Dewey somewhat firm 
after contacting the works of ~homas Huxley. 
By 1894 Dewey had tak:en up the new position as head of the Depart-
ment of Psychology, Philosophy and Chicago. 
He assumed this position convinced of Hegelian philosophy• 
The inescapable facts life in bustling of a great 
midwestern city such as Chicago altered was a vitality 
1 that promo·ted swift political, economic and sooial change• '.through the 
freest enterprise men were becoming wealthy in a short time. A companion 
feature waa privateering of descriptions~ with its aooompa~ing evils. 
While Dewey was still at Ohioago, the ~ddle experienced hard times, 
which in 
world, and especially his 
more and more difficult to reinforce his confidence 
moonshine 
but an absolute an~ unalterable apirit.2 
that caused Dewey to to empiri-
oism. However, the time Dewey came to Chicago, 
idealism was considered quite complete. 
The single greatest step in this transition was the forsaking 
of theism and the exclusion from his outlook of doctrine 
of a U:r:tit~e:ual self as superfluous. And quite parallel to 
this, as far as the individual self is concerned, came to 
feel that individual selfhood oauld be described in a thor0tl.8hly 
behavioristi.o fashion. dropped the conception of the self 
as a apiri tual ego or soul, no longer regard:sc the indivi-
25 
dual as an ef:f:i.cieni cause 
the events of the world. 
produces changes in 
went by, his thinking to lay more and more stress on 
social reconstruction, and particularly on the conflicts generated when the 
forces democracy, aoience and industry oollide.2 Dewey began to think 
of the individual as a concrete social phenomenon whose acta are part of 
a social of interactivity and not individually caused by free will.} 
Another of his of Univer-
sal was to consider cultural envirom1un1t as having pervasive influence 
in the ideas, beli~fs and intellectual attitudes of individuals.4 
thaught of intelligence and 
the metaphysical substratum of 
function of intelligence 1nsteaa .• 5 
and oame to 
as being unified b7 
the social 
interest of shifted :from metaphysical problems to the 
methods, attitudes and techniques f'o1· biological and. social n'l"i!\P'l,.e!l!IR. 6 
Philosophy t ·than, was to for the human life and its 
environ!llent. He eventually came to hope for the time when science would 
the 
to all the worlds social moral, a.s wall as 
, :f'o:t• in science he saw the method by intelligence 
2Meya:r, .m:t• m_ .. , P• 250. 
:?:sutler, .2:2.• ,g!1 .. , p .. 419 .. 
4roid. 
-
5Ibid. 
6:ritus, J?Jl• ill•t P• 257• 
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could in l 
Laboratory School Danre;r• s while in Chicaso, was 
the first time he had the 
tice. in the of educa-
tion in America. 
left the in 1905 Columbia Univer• 
sity~ he was a distingtdshed • 
became famous 'l:;ranalati:ng this philosophy an educa-
tional theory. ltlucation came be .. Education was the 
fundamental progress and social the 
school, , waa the 
society. 
of an 2 
11'0 sum it up, held that (l) education is actual and. 
not 
cess 
(:?) the 
experience; (4) 
this process school be a 
l:sutler, 5!2,• .2!1•, P• 420. 
21~'ieyer, .!m,• .. <!:1:.!•, P• 255· 
livingJ (2) 
is at 
process, and to promote and further 
community. 3 
rv. 
In this chapter the history of the m?~n stream of thought now 
called progressivism in education has been shown. It has been noted 
that progressive education did not appear unannounced in the educational 
sky. .P...s fa:r· a-s Heraclitus a view has that contributed 
heavily ~o the modern of John Dewey. 
belief sayi~~ that all reality was 
that nothing was 
he and saw the as a .constantly 
flowing a;nd nothing abiding. 
Heraclitus the Greek 
sense perception. this 
ex:or~~!'ls:ed his 
change, 
itself. :Both 
vu•...,."i;j;..r.."'6 Tl'I'OI::!Al!'lli~, all thi:DgS 
of 
impossible in that stimulus-response never remain con-
stant and consequently could not be consid.ered to represent a reality. 
likewise concurred with ·this view. it was impossible ·to have 
a knowledge of ultimate reality by sense perception, this, nevertheless, 
was the closest that one could come to 
Sophists 'berth truth 
On this 
to 
, the 
place. 
Francie :Sacon1 an of' the , caused no 
small with tds approach to human :Bacon contended that 
simple obaervation and scientific, experimental study of nature was 
the system to be used, rather a:nd 
on concepts. , was observ~ation use of facta, 
gathered by scientific methods and applied to all ~1e problems of man. 
A of continental sa..h.olare. viz., , Pee• 
talozzi, and Froebel each contributed in the to put the child, 
as a person, back into the educative process. 
Comenius' primary contribution was to make learning a pleasure, 
and to produce good citizens. To do this he collected and systematized 
all knowledge to that end. 
Rousseau • a primary purpose was to break education ont 
.mali:aed prison. He J<Jurope child oonsoiou.s:;. He 
its for-
that the 
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child was by nature good. Let the child grow naturally, b;y the 
hand of mat~., was his them~. 
was emphasis the aids 
ural concepts of adults. 
Sense realism, 
~Toebel, who followed. 
of th.e 
contributor. 
by 
' 
's contribution 
than the tumat-
and 
was a realist and not a 
he v1as an important 
one•s senses, not through 
verbal formulas and signs. Sena3 ,,.~;.·~::~,eilii.Lvu was the absolute 
of all according to Activity, him, 
attention aa valuable in education. 
student, saw in the a and uniformity in 
na·ture. he held., v1as a this unity in natu.re. The child 
was all-important to Froebel. was a but 
rath8.t. a pvx s.on needing pi ope:t lmndling and unders ~wldix~nder l!"!•oebel 
the ohild respect a.a an individual. 
in activity. Hence becante the 
lea:rni.ng was to be guided 
of child development. 
~~oebel education was not preparation for life but rather psxticipation 
in the life ar®nd one. 
Auguste Comte and his positivi at philosophy greatly affected pro-
gressive education.. He did so especially iz1 his uthree stages of 
progreaa,n the theological, metaphysical and positive, positive 
being the st9,ga. It was the soientifio stage in v1hich man was 
able to govern by own natural abilities. Both Comte•s philo-
sophy ar1d modern on r~pothesis. 
In the tl:u:·ea mall who to this 
stream were t and Dewey. it as an idea, 
forz:u, and. it an sys-
tam ideas were room. unde:rlying 
an 
idea. that C?J.'l idea to it must be 
put into p:ractice. The oonsequ.ences 
of the th and of an 
itself ~~-
next this the philosophy ............... .... 
and to it as a:n philosophy .. 
CHAPrER III 
PRAGl.UTI:IrJI A.ND i!."'DUCATIOll 
----------· 
CHAP!'ER 
E.DUCATION 
I. 
To 
thought in 
distinctly n~q~n~T. as a philosophy and progressivist 
is diff'ieul t, while definitely 
a philosophy, ia also an educational theory. 
chief formulator and advocate was Joh.n Dewey. 
In him was combined a brilliant philosopher Under 
most influential 
in for a centtU'Y •1 
was stated earlier, Peirce and proceeded Dewey in prag-
had precipitated itself in a 
Clear." For some years this 
ma.tism. In form, 
by Peirce on "How to 
little 
entitled, 
lecture was 
did not want to be 
lBrameld, .Q,p... .Gi.t.·, P• 89. 
2Ferm, .21!• m•, P• ;sa. 
3roid. 
until it was in 
and Practical 
both criticizing 
of the theory was 
exclude. 11 :5 
whom he felt were making a 
de-
renounced the name and eubsti-
as he remarked, "is ugly enough to be sate 
At this time a group of scholars at the University of Chicago had 
been thinking along these same lines - Dewey was their leader. The mam-
bars of this group, the "Chicago School of Thought, rl had independently 
the philosophical Peirce had named "pragmatio."2 This 
is why different names are often quoted to refer to the same system of 
thought, viz., instrumentalism or experimentalism. 
The group Chicago 
emphasized as intellectual tools, em-
ployed in fo:r or problems. 
The movement gave rise to a logical theory known as Instrumenta.-
It was a theory intelligence as a 
name for the procedures of reflective thinking wher-
ever ocaur. labora-
tory sciences could be extended into all fields of inquiry, 
and more effective could 
be instituted in the practice of solving problems. 
One of the reasons for the difficu.l ty in stating clearly where prag-
matiam stands is that it does not claim to have a system of philosophical 
doctrine. Rather this philosophy places greater emphasis upon xnethod and 
attitude. Pragmatism is the modern scientific method taken as the basis 
of a philosophy. Its affinity is with the biological and social sciences, 
howev@:r, ;eather than with the matlu~matioal and phy~--Seianc .... e"ss-..,_,4 ____ . 
libid. 
2Ibid. 
-
biology, 
anthr<:rpology, psychology and physics!> stand out. 
Biology • man is seen as an evolving, struggling 
organism interacting \d th his animate and inanimate envir-
onment.. Anthropology ... man is an o1"'.tl'f.il1!'11 
a very long history of interactions with his fellows living 
together in cu.ltures. l~sychology ... man is a behaving 
"" ....... ,,.""'"'' subject, no than other to 
experimental understanding. • by means 
this and sciences man pr~ved 
to come to with nai11re. 
from the 
doctrine that the world and man were specially created by divine inter-
vention and that the human bein,g is a 
different from the rest of nature. 2 
From Aristotle to 
of living 
reason or intelligence as primordial. 
exercise or its education was an end in itself'• 
absolutely 
to the intelligence was a 
tively latecomer on the world scene. It emerged as a means 
of adjustment to a • 
Following this lead, Dewey worked 
in which are to 
i:ng is good in itself, 
m.ent for 
and that roan a,a as all 
were of a oommon life. 
.£:a• .2!1·' p .. 93· 
2R. J!"reeman :Butts, A Cultural Histor1 .2!. \*/estern Education (New 
Yorkz McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., 1955), P• 475• 
(New 
33 
only area to be challenged by 
pOsition was new philoa-
ophy. 
ism, which universe 
to be opposed the 
universe in relation to the , and in which 
was looked upon as 1 
critical the trad.i tional 
of philosophy theil~ reality. stated 
in his 
gained security One b.as been to or to 
conciliate the powers around them by means of ceremonial ri tea, sacri-
ficas, supplication and religion.2 ~ obviously, for Dewe.y, is the 
in society has surpassed. 
second way to invent tools by means of the forces of 
nature can be controlled to man's advantag·e. This is the of science, 
and the arts, and it the by Dev;ey.; 
aim.. This aim was the better organiza.tion of 
;Ibid .. 
4rbid. 
-
this worldly 
pORTLAND CENTER UBRARY 
II., AS .A 
In making clear is meant by progresai ve: education 1 t is 
first tha-I; pragmr:~tism as a philosophy ba axa.minad. Pragmatism 
aducatio:n is built. the con-
text of' this 
ava:r:, to it seems 
to consideration of each itself. Four areas of pragma ... 
tism will viz.~ 
on intuition 
in v1hioh the vmrth of is 
to worth , since tho 
sense is nothi~-s new., 
in into 
to it and make at in 
built on suoh 
, the reaU ty of and. -'-"""'"''"''uu.on 
has on ~Y1r'H~1'':t 
test 
A. The Epistamology of 
concerned 
limits of 
" 
J. Donald 
£:E.• cit., 
2Ibid., P• 423. 
the 
the 
as 
of 
and 
and axiology. 
nrovi:ng 
In that 
has dona has to 
of the schools, 
of the 2 
and her orderly 
of 
said it is real 
it 
natura and 
approximately 
correct to say that is a theory of Be-
first of all b~ looki~J at its epis-
temology1 and allowing to an of ita 
and 
The will not: fit the 
Such ru:~d. inductive 
0!' adequately be What done is to 
There a sense in which this 
sophy lies in a midway position between 
reason is chief instrument 
while sense 
whereby knowledge comes to us. two are antithetical; 
combines some o:f overtones of each while 
rejecting the of each., 
in ~~iloaophy was com-
plata to in all 
its states its 
from 
' t 
':I 
, fruita, oonseq:ue~1C{'ls 1 facts."' 
llbid. 
2:trerm, 
.211•7 p .. 397· 
itself in 
a priori or a posteriori. It regards experience as 
specific and pa:t·tioular. Particular things are so markedly 
individual that no universals can do justice to them. 
does not loose 
from any 
or no 
is a hypothesis which work<J successfully. 2 
Pragmatism is not empirical in the traditional sense. To insist 
that all comes from experience is not only futile, but posi-
the pragmatists, so as the "experience," 
from which knowledge is said to derived, is in terms of 
and distinct sensations or sense data.4 is, 
were given a receptive mind without prior activity 
of· and disorimination,5 it would be of little 
rele.ted to the person. 
:;6 
is ernpiri cal the sense that knowledge must be gained 
the as predisposed principles 
of reason. Sense perception is As a matter 
on this point so t.h.at is no 
l:autler, 
willingness to 
even if the 
verified. 
1 
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at face 
and in 
to be a rather th.Em a virt-ae. 
Pr!Ql!ati~~ ~ ,:t:Jmeriep.of:t~ 
In the seotion on metaphysics the mea11s of 
directing the individual towax·d reality :is covered. 
to as it to 
to 
it.. IJ.lhe only .means is 
that 
do not exist. 
he cannot 
in the 
time 
the 
on 
a'lld even on oor own 
that have never onoe come wHhin 
never 2 
knowing or not. 
1
:sutler, ..2R.• ..5!:1• 9 p .. 426 • 
.9.::2... .s!!i· ' p. 104. 
as 
aeol'ls of' 
exist 
-and 
to 
Later, unde.c 
the 
terest 
the 
, it noted that for all 
is only as we are 
qualities come to such 
come into 
are , and which 
objects .. 2 , it not a,n 
ingt always tru.e 
is 
an of 
that 
sort, 
to a 
but 
of' 
zyur?J I am 
it is limited, 
unit of experience .. 4 
liVif.lB"t 
in 
in• 
we 11know'1 
It 
a;nd objects 
of 
I do not 
by H.3 
is so in that 
primarily 
;a 
T'ne 
-
be mind. 
on a naturalistic 
that the function thE~ living 
into it. 
nerves, then at nerve 
the 
with a 1 
and 
is in Peirce's i:nq.uiry as a 11 
out B.l'l. initial 11irri tation of the end of attain• 
a , simply 
stated, on upon 
the of the exercise 
to the state of aJ:'l.d 
back to a outline, the 
Act be said to contain elementsg (1) Activity, 
(2) P-roblem, (3) Data, (4) H)~othesist (5) For a under-
of these elements, we shall consider each one 
may come in 
of smooth conse(lll ence, one is 
awru·e of &l interruption. tacle 
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persists it deme.nds that something new or different be done. This situs.-
tion leads to the second step. 
one is awalce to the fact ones 
and. we rvhat it 
ie 
care i·ts size 
artd 
direction 
all tho The 
prepares one the third 
one or two or 
across our 
have reached a even-
into what 
each comes into 
and follows 
it through, anticipating the consequences are most 
were one to act upon one of 
ist, it is not a blind trial-and-error activity. To the patterns of 
action are purposive ways in which the different the problem 
ll!l• lli• , P• 105 • 
41 
can be woven to result.1 
tho is decidecl to be 
in trial, for "there has never been 
for the 
ia the 
success and the chosen 
avenue of action restores the person to th(i: it 
judged as a idea. to restore smooth 
course of <:tction as untrue, it neoes;~ary to 
.. 
·to consider 
and more are covered in ·the section 
on 
of 
concerns the ne.ture of .. 
Some have contended not huve a 
his 
which he 
used to 
He 
works htwe been 
has 
that the is a refined 
as a brief series ten 
each of thesH ten the " will be 
to tlH.! process or ord.er vihi ch m~:m lives .. 3 
1 .. 
2. 
:; .. 
4-
5· 
6. process. 
7• , a 
10.. The 
procea8 and 
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will be in the same man.'1er which 
L, l,h! world .!.:!. &l foreez-ou:nd. 
This statement is not meant to be absolute. The does 
not deny thnt there is a background, bu.t rather holds that since ex:per-
ience on the foreground, it naturally 
a.nd ba.cke,TOl1ndB flux 9 that is 
be a:t some , activities a:ml action 
are not on is 
the observa-
tion time and events vrdi t no tmderstand that 
it LiS 
fact experience .. 
-----··-~-·---·-·------
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Even trttth waa seen to derive from experience, and accordingly, 
take 011 of and which 
is a fundamental chara.oteristic of experience. trt1th 
a.YJ.d avbject to 
and new experience.l 
of 
Everything, including the concepts l'Jiliah were considered fixed by 
classical systems of thot1ght, is in fl'ux and movement. 
The things which change more alc.nvly, and seum 
and 
, both 
onward. 2 
The world ;Erecarioua. 
-
ln a world in which 
for means 
be 
sy,:tem,. 
describe \'lha t 
4 
In the 
wood Cliff's, 
• 432-433· 
, P• 101. 
as structure. The 
and p:cocese 
therefore as inevitable.3 
cannot be a world considered with a 
to 
man as free-
45 
tion which evonts flow.l 
the are 
founded on to possess a 
, the 
2 
whetlv:r HV'3n the term. 
The in which the is a 
of' 
rather than a 
to in. life.5 
'l'here is no such e or objective. 
ln an itself is 
of mo~-:-e than othez· values. one be 
ill• t P• 102. 
This 
of 
it to 
l 
aha;racter of ex:is te:noe as ooncei ved 
to this 
is of and fo:r 
has 
·!;ha.t this 
is the 
nature;" it i~> 
ixrto the secrets 
l .. S 
Boyd H. Bode, speaking on the materialism of behaviorism, has 
stated concerning this psychology, that "mind" could be ignored, not 
merely beca.u.se it was irrelevant to the purposes of the psychologist 
but because it was really non-existent. The assertion was made that 
what is called mind is in reality reducible to a bodily process.l \'{.nat 
47 
this amounts to is that mind and matter are fundam<:mtally the same thing .. 
J<::Nerything that we call experience is reducible to forms of movement. 2 
John Dewey was very- emphatic when he said it would be impossible to 
st~ite adequately the evil results which have flowed from this dualism of 
mind and body, much less to exa~gerate them.3 
The concept of evolution meant that there is no break or gap 
between the orga.rlic and the inorganic 11 and likewise no separation could 
be assumed. between a mind and the conditions of its developmentt both 
physical and biological.4 The theory of evolution was one of Dewey's 
chief evidences demonstrating the continuity of man and Nature. 
Accepting this theory as a valid e~~lanation of the way in 
which new species have come into existence, he ex.tends it 
so that it yields the further conclusion that man an 
integral part of Nature. Milch lass than baing a creation 
t~i van birth from a source higher than Nature, and even 
less than a new kind of creature emerging in Nature, man 
is described as completely and ~otally a child of !iature, 
born both within and of £iature.::> 
l:Boyd H. Bode, 11:Materialism of Behaviorism, 11 Eclectic Philosophy 
,9!. Educ:.:>.:!;ion, ed .. John s. :Brubacher (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.~ Prentice-
Hall, Inc •• 1958), P• 71. 
2Ibid. 
--
3n~id. 
4Ferm, .2!!.• ill•, P• 395· 
5wtler • .2£• .ill•, P• 435· 
take:'3 the middle-of-the-road poa:l tion in the age-old 
between exponents of will and determinism. Contemporary 
naith~lr the s:l.de of free will nor does it accept a 
cc)mplete determinism which leaves no room for man to influence the 
direction which events in the world tako.1 is not regarded as an 
active cause in the worldt an initiator of movement which seta events 
beyond himself into motion,2 but at the same time man capable of a 
kind of interaction with the world which changes the direction of events 
at certain crucial po1nts.3 
ie not so naive as to believe that all of manta action 
can be adequately described by the 
bond .. is not just a machine which responds m1tomatically each 
an appropriate action in accordance with the stimulus is received.4 
Though much action does go on at this level of mltomatio 
response, there is in addition an important level of action 
at which responses are delayed long them to be 
the result of a sufficient comprehension the 
for the action to be a total instead of 
an automatic best and there-
fore inadequa;te to the eituH.tion.. In the cm1rse of i:n:tild-
this an reconstructing or 
on the experience of man whi.ch 
the course of events flowing from the response. 
This reconstructing or redirecting is not a cause of the 
events which follow frcm it; it is a kind of handling of 
--------------"C!('!i9:J..il:Ha~e:HsHOHr:'---:if~e'ir:-Ee~ees-, of which man--is a par~ieh helps 
3Ibid.,, P• 436. 
-
4rbid. 
-
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determine their future 
essential cha.n.se in them. 
without effecting any 
takes a middle-of-the-road stand on 
49 
It nor of prag-
m:atism is characterized by the term meliorism. According to it, the 
does not offer positive 
his hope. 2 
on which man can securely 
hold~ that the world can be made by our 
Man cannot sit idly and hope to see an indeterminate world move so as 
to give , man must the world, he must en,gage 
actively in the there to be al~ redirecting 
and. if anything is to be the world's inde-
terminacy) The most acceptable course man to take is to applf him-
self and do best can to out the best ix1 life. end is 
not guaranteed, but he will have had the best possible for him. 
In concluding 
further reference to 
bu: tes ot expe:r l enoe a 
lro:td., P• 436. 
2Ibid. 
3rbid., P• 437• 
-
section on we shall 
One can hardly over-emphasize the role 
50 
1. Experience is dynamic. It moves at varying rates, pauses 
at temporary resting places, then once more is on its wa:s. 
This che~acteristio st1ggests that its dynamic action is also 
rhythmo- a kind of alternating, but never merel.Jr repetitive, 
process of adjustment and readjustment, which ever continues 
because such is the way of nature. Life is never static. 
Change is everywhere, though rates of change vary immensely. 
2. Experience is temporal. As planets, forests, 
cultures emerge and develop, they are never quite the same 
today S...'1 they were yesterday. And it ia certain that they-
will be different in the days and years and centuries to 
come. 
3· F~~erience is spatial. While experience pushes for-
ward it pushes also ou twa.rd, spreading fanwise ever more 
widely, yet never reaching the outermost limits of tnrl-
verse because ther;'S are no outer-most lim! ts, at least so 
far as man • a capac! ty to embrace their full :meaning is con• 
cerned. 
4• Experience is pluralistic. It is comt~sed 
nertwork of multiple relations, which are just as as 
things related are real. At once spiritual and materialt 
complex and simple, intellectual and emotional, 
enfolds all of the natural world within itself - the pebbles 
of the beach, the beasts of the forest, the sifplest pea• 
santa and wisest statesmen of the human realm. 
c. The Logic of Pragmatism 
Good's Dict~on~z£! Education defines logic thns3 (1) in gen-
eral, scientific (or sy-stematic) study of the general on 
which validity in thinking J deals with propositions and their 
inferential interrelations' (2) the science of inference and proofJ 
C>) the science of implication. 
theories of logic were of no value for pragmatists, 
at least the scientific age. Complete reform was necessary in 
patterns thinking. The necessity for a new system of logic is in 
keeping with prae,~tiams acceptance of the evolutionary hypothesis. 'l"he 
passing of tiine has brought progress which by its very nature renders 
traditional systems obsolete. Aristotle's logic, which was the pattern 
for Kant in the nineteenth cent12ry, is superceded by the new philosophy, 
pragmatism. ln the past Nature was considered closed and by 
the na.turalists. Now li'ith pragmatism, the world is in flux and movement 
with absolutely nothing the same, including patterns of logic. 
admits that traditional patterns of logic may have 
been acceptable in their day, in tha.t they functioned in with 
old views of science and culture. What is needed, Dewey, is a new 
logic to adequately serve a new day, a new sch~-ne of things. 
It must provide a form or medium of con~nication between 
the science of ~Jr time and the common-sense habits and 
activities in which of all of life el!llfol:~re 
regardless of level of education or understanding. More 
specifically, the on the new logic is that it be 
tta unified theory of inquiry through which the l.luthentio 
pattern of' experimenta.l and operational inquiry in science 
shall become available reg\;lation of habitual 
methods by which inquiries in ·the field o±' common sense 
are carried on. nl 
1
.L1his new logic adv::.ca:ted by Dewey is the pattern of experimental 
tisms epistemology-. '!'he experimental method is the connection between 
the two. In the experimental method there is a. form o:f' inquiry which 
can mediate between the technical science of the research laboratory and 
the everyd<33 cownort .. aense inquiry of home, field and market place. 2 
l:sutler, .21!• cit. 11 Pp. 438-43~h 
2Ibid., P• 439• 
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!he pattern was given earlier under the heading, Act of 
Thought .. n This comprised five activity, problem, obaerva-
tion of data, organization of data to form hypotheses and the testing 
of hypotheses.. For the purposes of this study four 
sidered: (1) Thoughts, {2) Ideas, (3) Truth, (4) Intelligence. 
1. 'l'ho;ughts t It is important to bear in mind the ttoontinui ty of 
developmentn }'>Ostula.te of pragmatism. This stems from the evolutionary 
hypothesis of Darwin and contends that there is no or between 
the organic and inorganic, and likewise no separation could be assumed 
between a mind and the conditions of its development, both physical 
biologioal.1 Thought, then, is itself a continuing process, an "on-
going activity." 
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as a philosophy built on the assumption 
that mind is not super-sensory, bt1t rather that mind !'unctions as a 
living organism. The implica:tions that naturally follow in this theory 
is that "the wbole function of thought is to produce habits of action,'* 
&ld tha. t in order to of a thought • nwa have simply 
to determine what habits it produces, for a thing means is s:l.mpl;y 
it irrvolves.u2 
The relationship thinking to thoughts is very close. Thoughts 
ro.~e habit producing functions while thinld.ng m.a;y be said to the whole 
of solving problems. Thinking is initiated in the first element, 
activity, in which a tension or obstacle is encountered. The habit 
1Ferm. ~· ..2!1•, p .. 395· 
2Ibid .. , P• 397• 
of tension encountered becomes a 
2. Ideas: Ideas, in Dewey's philosophy are purely instrumental. Since 
mind is not a separate faculty for thinking; but rather stated in terms 
o£ doing, activity, and results, knowing only possible in such situa-
tiona. Likewise, ideas are only involved in "doing.u are plans 
of action and do not exist from activity. are not indepen-
dent hypotheses or abstractions. 
an to called true, it must 
and social needs as well as meet the requirements of objective things. 
fo:r 
true if it to w.ore conditions 
oonoerns.1 
S'Ven ideas that 
pax·manently true • 2 
the consequences never re-
hold to be more durable than 
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others yet each new problematic situation in which these 
will be different enm.1gh so as require a 
are used 
of the idea. 
remain 
absolute unchangeable. ~1e pursuit truth in Dewey's 
the source of all lesser truths. 
him the pnrsnit of truth througit solving is a more piece-
maa.l a:f'fah·.3 In fact, trnt~ is oont:u::mally oh~:trl{5ing since it J.s i:nte-
grally a part of experience, and the reconstruction ex1ne1•:~. 
lFerm, .2:2." .911•, P• 259• 
2:arameld, ..211.• ill•, P• 108. 
1!1..!. tor;.y; .2!. 
constitutes 
education itself. 
Simply stated, in true fashion, if an idea does not 
work out the Wa::f it pm."Ports to work out, idea l not true. 
for the 
terms are too closely identified wlth the traditional 
definitions of universal and absolute import to used by 
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pragmatism. Intelligence is, in essence, the way of living, 
the central method of human interaction with environment.3 Intelligence 
is favorable results in solving situations. Problem 
intelligence be practically aynonomous terma. One who 
is most consistently would be con-
sidered intelligent to a degree. 
In a brief way, the major pi'inoiples upo.1:1 which valid thinking 
occurs have been pointed out. It should also be pointed out that the 
pattern of logic is ultimately united with society and culture as a 
whole. This process is social, for individual thought can never be 
isolated and continue to function. 
lButts and Cremin,~·~., P• 342. 
2
:srameld, .21!• .211•, P• 110. 
'rbid. 
-
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D. The .Axiology of Pragmatism 
Contrary to what one might feel about a system Which so opposes 
all authority and absolutes in the traditional form, definitely 
does have values. Ethical and moral values are very prominent in this 
of reference. 11wo general areas will be discussed in 
pragmatic foundation, and the criteria~ of value. 
1 .. 
do values come from, and in vi.hat 
It seen does not define as though 
exiated in 
of 
once a biological 
In sense values are to beliefs about 
reality. In another sense about knowledge. 
If the test of ideas is effectiveness with Which they 
to imn1ed.i~::t te then one 
indeed, contend that an idea is true when it is ultimately 
when true.. li'or are, 
all, "identical with goods th~t are the intelli-
aotivity ••• u 
(more in which envirort-
me:nt and a 
a si The 
A reestablishnv~nt of situation is 
various conflicting interests.2 In satisfying 
the interests Dewey was the broader of a 
of in:tegra.tion or hll"~ony, rather a mental 
a behaviorisUc to value 
tions of 
activities .. 
or 
events.,4 
or subjectivity for their 
is a science like any 
and verification. 
of 
existence to 
Social inter-action a cornerstone of 
ia a 
that there 
self-hood on the 
to 
1Ferm, l!Jl• .2!1•, P• 498. 
2l.b~fi·· 
one 
to 
individual-social 
function int 
of 
preoop-
are co~tnioated. 
man 
aspect 
It is by 
words and 
The by is 
an imli vidual 
to anothe:r individual by maane 
a:l; this , he is developing his mind .. 
are 
common. 
with events 
social 
to be a 
become a 
l~s a 
·unique and to 
to 
child is ·to 
upon the task 
before or 
2 
of 
to 
a.n even.t 
man comes ·ho 
a 
1 plaoe .. 
An indi 
common in 
pronouns which. has provided him .. 3 A sense of being a 
the flow of events oomes to Be 
and he comes to 
both responsible and 
I') 
'Ibid .. 
--
and 
or least 
for what he does. 
a. sense 
with life 
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is throu.gh 
to 
, it may be 
to deal 
to 
as 
of 
he is 
tive 
is 
of 
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of which possesses these 
- langtwge, selfhood in individuals, 8Jlli the objec-
of cru1 arise. It 
conditions whic.l-t provide the 
2.. ~ Ori teria.n of Values e 
' How o~~ a person judge the of a value? only one 
Dr. 
in progressivism. These a:re 
are those we 
end 
2 Bra.meld used an appendioi tis operation to .......... .,."' an instru-
mental value. A person doesn't relish the experience its own sake, 
consents to the ·the ordeal because his health will 
be restored .. to exem:plify an intrinsic A 
because it is immediately satisfying. 
sense, we as a kind of itself.,; 
warns th~1t it is difficult if not impossible to make 
in 
some can hardly be 
that each is dependent upon the other. In the 
uexperienoen situation an instrumental value may seam to be 
not on short 
"'"''"""''~"""''"'"' of if; more more objective, and per-
this .. 1 
Critical of is insisted upon by 
is necessary if wise are to be 
that one ascend to the level at a con• 
of selection is operativa. 2 
~t be said 
are involved in the 
lead .. 
to 
~ituations 
nat-ure of a pl•oblematic situation in 
follows a for some relief. 
with tn1.e the not 
saves the 
sh is better des-
oribed. as 
to person or 
the 
are COl'lstantly 
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individu.ala, after all, can have, 1 .. 
The axiology of pragmatism has no dogmatic and 
moral oodes. Values, as an integral of 
to Dewey was as was :i.n 
the of 
.... the process of proe:resa, 
rather the static 
ficant thing. Not as an end f'ixed once and 
but the r.eeded improvement in health - a continual 
is the end and The end ia 
limit I't; is the 
, for each have a 
upon the this st12.dy. 
soever for and solely in man. 
In sense is naturalistic. 
Dewey had little or no use for relig.ion or per=t!-eular religioM1 
btd; he did use the adjectivet religious, to describe those values through 
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ilhich. one:J is and 
gt"oups is rejected in content 
ed 
conviction of 
be used 
in their to arouse 
are 
a into the 
is live in thick is 
good. 
then, the the individual u:pon 
-----.~~~·---~ 
~itus, .ill•, P• 260 .. 
1 it not all other values, have their origin. 
In its own context, p.ragmatiam high values. They 
might even be called their moral values. Dr. Butler lists seven partio-
ular values an indi·vidual is to maintain as a member of an;y community. 
l. 
2. 
He will have a cooperation. 
He will both covet cooperation in others and at the same 
time be ready to cooperate himself. 
He must know what self-denial and mean. 
will valu a bravery and courage. 
He \vill know the worth of 
He will prize 
He will value the 
' is 
Social values, raised to such high levels, an atmosphere 
in which they ca.n be propt~rly developed., The for this 
is the school. For this consideration. the of 
is as 
III.. AS 
is unique sa a philosophy in that it at the same 
theory. John who this philosophy 
was both a and an 
to 
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and wide 1916, published his thinking 
of educa-
tiont included ~ view of education, what education was to do, how 
education was to be and 
l:.sutler, .212.• ill•, P• 454• 
2Ibid., P• 455• 
of' education. 
To say or imply that Dewey should receive all the credit for the 
thought in this movement would not be quite proper. attack upon 
traditional concept of education was being made all across America. 
Those who voiced dissatisfaction toward the classical, traditional, 
concepts were not, however, able to see any large degree of growth be-
cause of limited opportunities to interact or share together. It was 
for this reason that the '•.Progressive Ed:ucation Association" was brought 
into being. Headquarters of this new group was Washington D.C. In the 
beginning the membership was only a few hundred, bu.t by the late thirties 
the enrollment had grown to around ten thousand, and it became the Ertrong-
est single voice for the cause of Progressive Education in America.1 
While it is true that John Dewey was considered the leading ex-
ponant of this theory, there were others of no small ability propound-
ing similar viewpoints. Boyd Bode at Ohio State University was express-
ing the experimentalist•progressive philosophy and psychology, while 
William Kilpatrick at Upper Manhattan and Columbia, was working and 
active in similar patterns. 
Endowed with a talent for fluent and engaging exposition, Kil-
patrick familiarised thousands of teachers, both native and alien, \vith 
the liberal m1rrents of American eduoation.2 Kilpatrick was gifted with 
the ability to give clarity and acceptance to Dewey's ponderous writings. 
He was known for his own work as well, for Kilpatrick is credited for 
being the first to note the significance of the project method, which 
2 ~., P• 317. 
\ 
he helped to bring to its present position. 
Led b;y such men as these just mentioned.t the J?rograssive 
grew and formu.lated into a powerful block known for their psychological and 
sociological emphases in education. ~~e Progressive Education Association 
was their collective voice. The leaders of the movement advocated and 
put into practice the following beliefs~ 
1. Education at acy age should be a natural e;rrowth involv-
ing experiences ... physical, mental, moral, social and 
spiritual - adapted to the age, health, interests and 
abilities of each 1lnpil. 
2. Genuine education develops, not through imposed formal 
learning from books and lectures, but only through self ... 
directed, spontaneous activities, perferably pursued in 
group s1 tuatio:ns. 
;. Interest aroused in an atmosphere of :freedom is 
proper incentive to effort, not the external compulsions 
of authority, penalties and rewards. 
4• The finest education is that which 
and opportunity stimulates and releases native power, 
resulting in original thinking, aotion or creation. 
5· Educational prooesses, like :processes of growth, involve 
continuing changf and are subject to improvement through 
experimentation. 
Keeping in mind the aims of this movement its philosophical 
structure outlined in the forepart of this chapter, it is :necel:us~trY to 
consider the object with which progressivists have to work - the pupil. 
The Pupil 
can 
best be explained if one keeps in mind that existence, whatever it ~ 
lpragma.tism, 11 EnW£clopaedia Britannica ( 1955 Edi tiona New 
York: 1955) 9 XVIII, 565. 
be, is part of a grea.t mammoth river, an ever-flowing stream. All ens-
tence is in flux and movement, nothing ever remaining the same. 
:Butler illustrates this principleJ 
Individual people are best typified, in the fib~re of 
the river, by the whi tecapa which to the 
crests of the wave. are of the river of 
not separate from it. They rise out of it for a 
itory distinctness as a self, thfn back into 
tinctness of the flowing stream. 
and chaJ'l{!,'a, 
trans-
the india-
To translate this analogy to the classroom situation, it may be 
said that students, like the whitecaps on the waves, rise to the top for 
the present, momentary as distinct ~~d concrete centers of exper-
ience who need guidance so as to reasonably be at home in the all-e:mbrao-
i:ng flux. and flow of which they are a part. However, this present dis-
individual pupil as a private, self-substantial mind and soul, possessing 
an inner subjective realm of their distinct and from the all-
embracing flow of social • In time, like the whitecaps, pupils 
merge back into the stream or process which them temporary dia·tinc-
tiveness. 
Here is noted a seeming situation in progressive 
theory. While it is t1~e the individual is not an independent, self-
substantial mind ru1.d aoult but a of the larger social aspect of the 
all-embracing flow of existence, yet the individual is of primary oonsid ... 
eration with profr.ressives. This is born out by heavy emphasis laid 
upon the importance individual differences in educational circles 
todBT• Individualism is so significant in life and experience, that it 
1:autler, ..9.:e.• ill•, P• 458 • 
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is impossible to apply a:n:y general rules to individuals as a group. In 
the flow of experience there is virtually an infinity of individuals. 
All such pupils must be dealt with as unique even though they are a part 
of the life process in which the individual and social are organically 
united. 
Let us consider three aspects of the ~lpil, viz.~ the biological, 
psychological and the sociological. 
1. ~ :;;&Ril biolos-icall;y considered: 
It is well nigh impossible in pragmatic theory to dissect the 
several aspects of a person and study each one aepara:tely. Persona are 
an organic unity, not body, soul and spirit, aa some oontend .. 
influence of thought in progressiv ... 
ism and consequently in thought. Under this influ-
enoe, man came to viewed as a reflection the natural world and 
describabl' the science. this view came the biological 
conception of the human mind and learning. Even ma.n' s 
intellectual and moral achievements were developed in the 
natural processes of biological adaptation and adjustment 
to hia environment, s as well as his body 
emerged as a product of a long period of growth from 
ple beg·innings to more forms t~rough 
tion, survival, and gradtlal variation. 
Individuals are not two forces of mind and body, but rather one 
organic unity. Children in school are not to be disciplined in body so 
as to passively pour patterns into the mind. Rather they are ever 
l:autts and Cremin, ..2J2• .2!1•, P• ;;; .. 
and always reaching out to in the flow of experience.l 
Activity for this biological organism mind existence. 
Mind is simply a of behaving and adjusti:ng. The oomple:rl ty of be-
havior and adjustment to situations whiah the human is 
til)8Uishes man from lower animals. 
2. ~ tmpil :QS.Y,aholos·ioallX considered~ 
of, dis-
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Man is distinctive from the lower animal forma because he is able, 
as an to in • It is this quality of man 
provides have. In 
the section on axiology tho was discussed. ;Uready, 
it been out that the first aahi evement man, was 
emergence of communication 
time, 
the ability of to 
them with In these 
with it 
identify 
became 
shortened syllables whia..i'J. symbolized a whole group of experiences.. In 
the march of time, this ability continued grow until time came 
when there were multiplied thousands of these in syllables. 
1rhese syllables a vooabular,y. a vocabulary came more 
refinement, such as subjects, and sentences. Something 
amazing and remarkably new had emerged in the life process. 
The emergence of brought with it something even greater. 
Now self-hood emerged, for the existence a gave people the 
l:sutler, .2R.• ill•, P• ·459· 
limited group. This brought with it tlle addi tiona.l of carry 
over from the experienc<.-1S which gave a person the opportunity of 
reflection and a focus of his ow:n consciousness. This awareness of self-
hood broug·h t the to a person that by experiences 
he oou ld, to a degree in similarity, ends to pass. 
this realization brought the consciousness of responsibility. 
The pupil is conceived aa a unit of organic existence for p:rog .. 
ressivas. The pattern indicated above, that the pupil is first of all 
..) 
biological who through growth development reaches a physiological 
~~as it possible for him to 
communicate and recognize meanings between individu.als and grou.ps. 
the pupil emerges as a self who is conscious of a pattern in 
experience. 
B. Educational Objectives 
Presoribedt specific objectives of a traditional sense are 
foreign to progressivism. The nature of this onal theory makes 
impossible any attempt to state definite, unified specifics. There is 
no all-inclusive objective that can be completely adequate as 
lief that eaCh individual experience and situation in life's process 
is unlike other. Thus it would be impossible to 
find be 
P:rogx·essivism does have an objective, been 
before, the scientific is the means to education. 
objective may be said. to the use of the scientific 
in every area of experience.. Tho linli tation imposed by laboratories is 
not to imposed on this bro<-uler mOI'e liberal view. m.e·thod 
of humanity are to be solved. It is a spirit o:f open of tire• 
loss of willingness to listen to ideas and give 
them an opportunity to prove their worth.1 The attitude sought for is 
one in \'>:rhich a. }Jerson is confident of his ability to meet solve his 
intelligence. O'i\11 
E~ucation, for the , is the constant reconstruction 
of In this education itself is an objective,. and it 
if often said of progressivists that the general objective of education 
is more education. The point is every learning episode becomes a means 
to new episodes of learning Which find their consummation in succeeding 
experiencef\l., 
Another to state principle to the objective of 
to for in effective exper-
ience. For it is felt it is effectiveness with an ever-
chnnging Px:p""rienoe th<'t is lilCWal.ly the o~u&-&-peraon carries 
wl th him from one experience to another .. 2 Actually all that the aingle 
can 
l:arameld, .2:2.• .211•, P• 90. 
2:autler, .2.1!.• ill•, P• 463• 
for similar situation. 
10 
The only thing a able to carry is a a took 
of hypotheses more and in 
minancies. 
individual and 
life, and that all m1ch eJd stence in the social 
one that is the closest 
approach to a objective of l 
Since the is the social of potential, 
it with O:pilOrtuni ties for in 
each of these obj people are able to 
in that 
COille in of life. 
and contends, 
able itself. 
c. The Process of lilduoation 
ita methott of as well as its method 
for a ia th.e to 
for the child, 
He v;ith body as In a truer and stricter 
is developed only 
in to aotivi ty.. Thinking, then, ·bakes place in activity in 
-----
lButler, loo. cit. 
--
problem solving., The must 
poin·t in the of tho·ught.. If no 
in need of solving, ·the teacher's 
of the group examine the 
come to see problem or 
terest cannot 
Interest 
ren have 
which they 
be 
be concocted 
active and 
become identified 
when seem 
is to help 
to 
1 The 
of interest. In-
or 
Interest is not something to be added t<) formal 
to them. 
subjects. 
Onoe the 
moves to 
by 
is extraneous 
require~ to attain goals in the 
it 
of 
" 
is 
with the indetermina.oies 
relation ·to one another. 
SJ:'e noted and the 
of is taken into i:n attempt-
the 
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In cyole the is to use 
as to how th£~ oan 
11,b?-.~·, P• 464. 
2:&:ztts and Cremin, .2Jl.• .2.!!.-, P• 34~). 
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a:ce now wor.K:ed. out in an 
in 
it in conjunction 
possible hypothesis is 
sight is 
ia 
Now the pupil i~1 
the situation now in 
o.f all 
1 good .. 
discarded; 
rily without 
require new methods 
viewpoints .. 
the 
projects, 
11ewness .. 
are 
to 
the 
and 
is 
an entirely new situation. 
merit in-
is of that 
to to test 
is ty to 
to. it is 
are sanction. 
tha·~ this concept 
different 
' 
.. 
there will be and cons true-
, for 
' p .. 120. 
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and social arc met solved. air living, 
sons :for life .. 
to in some 
' 
and matter 
theory. all na:l:iurc in 
for the more da:ta better qual! ... 
fi.ed one is to that will t:rue and good. Cer-
tainly 
school 
and 
aim to 
opponents are 
in this 
not 
the 
education ..... "'"'""'"" 
a.ncl 
to ooncede. 
or at 
beyond the 
their 
which is 
also an theor.r. mn 
~~d second section with 
a popular ~"'ld 
prominence did TI~BUmR 
direction .. 
of 
until 
attention. 
were also 
ll 
in this same 
was built on the evolutionary hypothesis given such 
's 
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the Consequently, 
in in of 
forms were to '!.;his new school, man 
the to and the 
of life. 
the worth of was On 
its life. 
as it rationa ... 
is in its tradition-
or terms of 
matism holds a and 
rejecting the extremes both, combines 
of 
Last VU.4.U{c,.;>'j , conseq:uences and are the concerns for 
Universal or in 
same time, is not 
lost in p11rt:l cmbrs, .Po" :i +. sees e pattern in orgru:Uz~d. ~:~.eh ancl data 
ill 
In 
selection, 
It is only a frame 
o:f sm 
an active mind, 
and discrimi~~tion, is not tenable. 
The findi~o/,S of sense-perception 
come 
ience 
and 
not so naive as to 
it not 
:must enter 
than of 
Paramount in is the so 
that mind. not e~dst 
enti 
CO!l:'3 
·hhis 
and 
this function. 
be 
in 
be 
of 
cons tan:'" 
inevitable .. 
to find rea.H.ty .. 
a 
of 
Act 
not 
to 
is 
doing, 
.. 
not a 
of 
The 
haz-
an;y attempt 
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A multiuniverae would batter describe the than universe. 
The world is filled with multi1)licities and indi:vidual, different things. 
a.:r.e no 
to deny 
is the 
e.nd nature are one .. 
not an 
:no :fixed 
nature ia growth, for 
.. The only end, 
leads 
ea.. This leads 
reality in the 
:i.s 
cause in the an 
f\l.ll exi;ent of re-
:follows that man 
and bodily pro-
of events, 
yet 
On 
of himself and 
basis there can be no 
better .. 
by 
new 
ideas are 
meet 
In the nature truth is 
, :man able i;o 
of 
age .. 
ven to 
was built on 
" 
central 
new 
A new logic 
new 
the 
function of an 
and do 
of ru1 idea to 
interaction with environment. The more adequately one meets life, the 
more intelligently he m~ be considered to be. 
Values have tit definite place in pragmatism. They are primarily 
of two types, social and individual, although never private. Val:ues are 
identical with goods which are the fruita in:telligently clirected 
activity. 
Only in a social situation oan arise. are 
which adequately restore to conflicting ai tuationa. only 
have existence in ~1nction of the individual-social flow of events. 
is considered to be of na.:raznottn't 
for it a"l.d society for of 
the conditions in es ean ariset 
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12l.l'1.d of self-hood. 
Values are jud;ged by the present ai tuation in which th'!'!y are made, 
and 
no 
or 
called religious 
and they 
have on fu tu.re 
rti th which one t a 
be. Th(~ 
There are 
and dynamic. 
in 
• 
is integrated 
be used if 
refers to the uni t;y of all idi:al ends in t;.a~adeney to arouse us to 
and action. 
all other 
may be considered. to be 
their origin in society. 
.marily a social institution, is best 
providing proper learning of social values. 
highe<:1t , for 
The school, wnich is pri• 
available 
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Pra,;s-matiam, as an educational theory, was unique in tha.t it fused 
togethw.· a philosophy and an theory. Dewey defined philosophy 
as a general theory of education. 
Contemporary with were others who similar views on 
form S4~ association education. Those who were of this came 
called the Progressive Education Association. Thus banded together they 
were ablc:J to influence favorably toward their n'f"I'HJ'1''~'~ . .!'1 
logical in education. 
ily a distil'Wii, concrete 
is not a. 
distinction. is 
the str~:~am of process. To 
whole. 
knovm :for ita and socio-
of 
and 
is moment<:lX-
rises to the 
ch he is a 
" 
Yet the 
the 
as an individual 
in. this stream is to mis-
and this 
of 
:indi-
be 
log1et~J, anr1 so<·idogic<>l. DiologiosJ.ly he i~= oonee-i~a:es-ru~1-10~r~------
to forms. pupil is not mind and 
body, he is one the way behav-
not from activity. This ability 
to adjust behavior, however, distinguishes pupil lower 
Payohologically, the pupil is able to participate in meanings. 
B ability to comnn1nioate for f3elf ... 
to arise .. for here-
in Irlan his responsibility reflection and 
self-hood after first aoq:n a 
to bE1 the constant 
cess, 
definition of the 
_interest. 
between the 
the 
the net 
.A11 
and 
the reverse on this matter. 
:tB 1;118 word i:n edu 
Since 
he 
si tt1fJ.1;ton i:n ~vhj_ch. 
to be the closest 
of 
edueational process 
is 
to tensions 
until he is 
the is to 
by 
to 
of 
in his 
pro-
to a 
lffhen 
or re-
to 
Data must be secured are to 
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• 
are to mttst be an~J exarrdned to prove their worth. 
means a,."1d methods oan never meet this 
have the answer as 
as one is to [i;O at 
EDUCATION 
CHAPrER IV 
CO:rfl'Er~iPORARY Rl~LIGIOUS E.JUCATION 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The term tt:religious" education is used here advisedly. In 
defining terms in Chapter One it was pointed out that each area of 
influence referred to in contemporary Protestantism wished to term its 
educational program "Christian." Since each o:f the general areas have 
content which is distinctive to itself alone, the term ttreligious" 
education has been used simply to refer to the religious instruction 
of each group. 
The three general areas of Protestant influence on religious 
education will be considered in this chapter. The basic premises of 
each will be presented. Consideration will then follow of the impli-
cations these premises have to the :respective educational programs of each. 
The following chapter will give the comparison of seaula.r pro-
gressive edn.cation with contemporary religious education. 
We have chosen to call the three general areas of Protestant 
influences (1) liberal, (2) neo-orthodox and (3) evangelical. Obviously 
there are mazzy- shades of belief and thought in azzy- one of these three. 
For the purpose of this stud.y, it is sufficient to limit consideration 
to what might be termed the "mean" of each group.. Everyone recognizes 
that there are extremes in any category. For example, William Hordern 
in his book, .! LB¥J1!an' s Guide !2, Protestant Theoloe;y:, has noted :four 
trends in liberalism, viz., humanism, empiricists, historical Jesus 
group, and evangelical liberalism. Great difficulty is encountered when 
one to into each of these 
reason is obvious, may ini;o 
or more be those of the 
of the each group .. 
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Obviously all these ideas mentioned have undergone great change 
since they were first conceived. If science held to its 
original l~othesis on all points, it is needless to say that progress 
would have e,l'I'ound to an early halt. Burtt poses the question: 
vms anc;wered in the affi:n.m1tive. 
me:thod on its 
cc:t:n no bG the 
fi:i,~; vmose s 
the in te:::: 
It is is 
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the method .. 
is in 
what Gotl io., 
to 
of 
do 
their 
• 
God 
of 
he used 
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loved Christ With a sincere love. 
However, by subscribing to the validity of science in determining 
religious concepts and truths, Sahlaiermaaher witnessed the ontmbling of 
·traditional theological foundations. If he COllld no longer pu·t his faith 
in these honored orthodox doctrines, he dchleier-
was of 
There was only one 
II 
Here :i.t 
by orthodox 
" 
assumed. this to be 
on 
and his whom we nre in tau oh in thi~'> a con-
n is God .. 1 he mea.'la 
God.. He as tl1e 
in crtu· consciousness of 
1'l1.e term is to denote a 
with n<> 
God J •. s no 
one and the sc:i!1le with vr:hat to. Hoss Macintosh, 
th.e the One and. 
, the lofty 
2roid .. 
-
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World-Spirit, the divine Life and Action of the All.1 
God was not to be reduced to a subjective psychological factor. 
God was objective, beyond comprehension, save as he is experienced to the 
subjective person. Since this was a new and revolutionary approach to God, 
theology needed to be reinterpreted in light of this. E.A.Burtt states that 
The baaio task of theology is systematic interpretation of 
this experienced relation. Its doctrines will be conceived 
and verified as items in such an interpretation. It must 
entirely subordinate to this the traditional method of deducing 
ita doctrines from the a~nthority of some revelation of God 
contained in ancient Scripture, or from metaphysical prin-
ciples set up by speculative theology. It is wholly and 
responsibly experimental.2 
While there is much mor~ that could be said concerning Sohleier-
macher, for our purpose in this study, one concluding paragraph will have 
to suffice. 
The mood of Sohleier~acher's day was to cast aside religion as 
unreasonable and irrational. In the opinion of E. A. :Burtt 
Sohleiermaoher's great contribution was his insistence that 
there is something in the present experience of men and women 
~1ioh gives meaning to the concepts of religion, and that 
by systematic appeal to that experience we oan distinguish 
the valid meani~s and doctrinal interpretations from the 
erroneous ones.3 
Sohleiermacher, it may be said, rescued religion by making it independ• 
ent of philosophy and science. These fields could not touch the real 
basis of religion, that of the individual's personal experience. He was 
greatly responsible for the shifting of the center of religion from the 
laugh Ross Macintosh, trees .Q! Modern Theologz (London: liisbet 
and Co., Ltd., 1947), P• 50. 
2:tbid. 
-
3rbid., P· 295· 
Bible to the heart of the believer. Biblical criticism cannot harm 
Christianity, for the heart of the Bible message is that which it speaks 
to the individua1.1 Such ia the prevailing opinion among liberals • 
.tU bract Ri tschl ~ Adolf ..!:2!! .... H .... a rna.=-ok:_ .• 
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Another school of thought arose in Germany later in the nineteenth 
oentury. The founder of this school was Albrecht Ritsohl, (1822-1889)• 
Ritschl held that for Christianity to be practical, it needed 
to be based on fact. He welcomed the for the historical Jesus. 
believed ·&hat the man Jesus the greatest fact in the Christi&l 
Churoh. Hordern says of Ritsclik 
God is not to be found in nature, which is red in tooth and 
claw and ambignously of its Creator. We find God 
instead in history. where movements arise dedicated to the 
values that make life meaningful. The task of theology is 
to turn men again to Jesus and remind them anew of what it 
means to follow bim.2 
Philosophical specula.tions 
for ltitsohl. He could see no practical value in dealing with what he 
considered to be theoretical • 
Ritsohlt and 1·eligion were sharply divided.. Scj.ence 
w-a.s to provide the :facts, and religion was to pass value judgments upon 
them. Religion is given the task of determining what :facts contain the 
greatest value. Man is, in fact, a product of evolution and natural pro-
ceases. Yet he is different from lesser forms in that he has a sense of 
values. Consequently the universe creates more than matter, it also 
creates values. As with Schleiermaoher, Ritschl claims that God 
ln:ordern,. .212.• ill•, P• 51. 
2Ibid., P• 52. 
-
known 
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intuitively. God is the necessary postulate to explain the sense of 
worth that man 1 • 
There was to be complete compatibility between Science religion 
even though they were separate. Ritschl's contention was that neither one 
Should attempt to do the others work. They were both necessary for they 
both were valid approaches to reali t;r. 
Closely following Ritsohl was Adolf von Harnack. He did mnob to 
Ritsohl's views popular. Harnack made his ccmtribution by simplifying 
Christianity. He reduced it to three central affirmations. 
First, it affirmed belief in God the Father, his provi-
dence and goodness. Second, it affirmed faith in the divine• 
sonship of man. Third, ~t affirmed faith in the infinite 
value of the soul. 
~1e historical-Jesus view of Ritschl and Harnack is better under-
stood when one realizes these men believed that Jesus• Gospel had 
been pez~erted. Earna~k, for instance, denied the of Jesus and 
insisted that did not claim to be the or divine.; 
theology about Jesus obscured the theology .2! Jesus. Pa:ul and later Greek 
thought elaborated Jesus' teaching. problem, then, was to get behind 
all of this to the religion S!L Jesus. 
The influence of Sohleiermacher and Ritsohl reached America late 
in the nineteenth century. 1bgether they became the background for 
American liberaliam.4 
1 ill!!·, p .. 53· 
2Ibid., P• 54· 
3Ibid. 
4Ibid. 
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Since Sohleiermacher'a time however, three developments have 
vi tally affected the course taken by modern Protestant liberalism. These 
are the theory of organic evolution• the higher criticism of the Bible 
and the comparative study of religion.1 
Earlier we have stated that the heart of the liberal procedure ~dS 
to apply the scientific method to z·eligious experience.. Since the three 
developments just mentioned are resultant from this method, it ae~ms wise 
that we state each of the three developments~ 
~ 'l"heor;y; .2f Evolution. 
Publication of Darwin's Ori~in~ Species$ in 1859 stirred the 
theological world to ita depths. Historical process was to 
evolutionary in all of its forms. Evolution was m1pposedly able to 
account for contemporary institutions, customs and beliefs. 
The appearance of man, according to Darwin's theory, is to be 
explained by four factors, viz., (1) struggle for existence, (2) sur-
vival of the best adapted forma, (3) heredi·ty, and (4) variation. The 
possibility of man appearing in this fashion was to carr)~ like specula-
tion into other areas. Our concern in this paper is to consider the main 
effects of this theory on religious thought. 
The most important specifio consequence was that a naturalistic view 
of man•s origin in nature was implied.2 A new idea about the origin of 
man was a grea·t consequence. The orthodox viev; held that man was a special 
oreation. But, this new doctrine taught that man is first cousin to the 
lrbid. 
-
2J..bid., P• :501. 
and. he common 
of theory """''c""~''"'r~ man 
e,nd removed a 
made in the was no longer 
eXJ>lain the facta of e:D.stenca. 
o:f 
l:"Totestantism 
traditional 
for "''he 
interpretation 
there was no 
as 
provided a 
a 
nature .. 
ex:plana tion .. 
<'"'"'""'." many were to become liberals. 
to the evolutionary theory with 
of a~d Scripture. problem was especially 
Scripture. itself contended man had a 
sou.l. soul was the natural realm and its destiny was in the 
it could not to the implications 
the evolu ., ... ,u. •. ..,,.... 
Those who were to become moderate liberals made concessions to 
scienc and tried. to aooo.modate their Christian beli with 
, natu:rally 11 involved ancl adjustme11ts. 
The liberals felt that the scientists were ru1t heix~ hostile to 
religion. Rather, they were being true to the facts as by 
the empirical method. Liberals felt that theology was doomed if it set 
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i taelf in ii'l"'eoonoilable opposition their or methods .. 1 to 
the liberal accepting the methods of science aa true, they could not be 
honest with themselves they did not accept it in all the consequent 
situa,tiona,. 'J:he purpose of religion was to search for truth 
might lead or be found.. Adjustment tu tru·th, even if it upset former 
beliefs be accepted. 
At point the work of Schleiermaoher a tremendous con-
tribution to modern liberals. Liberals sought to find a way they 
might and readjust their beliefs in accordance with the theory 
of evolution. It was clearly evident that great areas of belief would 
need readjustment. with Sohleiermachax·, so modern liberals, what 
was of value and really central in religious experience would remain un• 
touched. If a belief required surrendering• this gave evidence 
that it was non-essential. From Schleier:macher 1a st~mdpoint, no traditional 
Christian doctrine, however clearly taught in the Bible, is abaolu·tel;y 
vital to contemporary religion. 2 The liberal was confident and certain 
that no matter scientific truth or fact might destroy, one's own 
personal religious experience still remained intact. 
His;hez:. Criticism _g!!!!!. Bible. 
Higher criticism of the Bible was conducted on the premise that 
the Bible was not authoritative nor absolutely vital to Christian exper-
ience. Applying the evolutionary concept to Scripture, they denied the 
orthodox tradition of an inspired, m1pernatura.lly revealed book. 
llbid., P• 305. 
2Ibid. 
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The liberals came to view the Bible as a product of natural avo-
lution. Rather than the Bible being a record God's will given to man, 
it was held to be merely a collection of books displaying- ma.n• s progres-
sive understanding of God as he grew in moral and religious insight.1 
Beill€.' only a product of man's understanding-, the :Sible is then no 
different front ar13 other good religious literature. The same litera.ry 
tests and conclusions may be applied Scripture as to the of 
Shakespeare. 
Bible some, indeed much, of the world's 
highest qualities in , yet the Bible cannot be con-
sidered an absolute divine disclosure. 
LiberAls by no means wo11ld say there is no value in the Bible. On 
the they hold that the Scripture ia of supreme value because it 
taina a proven record religious experience. it true that 
man's progress antiq.uated muc..'l:l of its contents, 11evertheless, these 
higher critic, he contended that the 
••• that men and women today have religious 
the characteristic values which they bring, 
as are concerned, these 
aided, renewed, and gt:ided by the ... "''""'.,..r~ 
teaching contained in the Gospels. 1is 
the 
still remained--
with 
so far 
primarily 
' life and 
abide and are experimentally verifieci 11 liberal 
that nothing really vital to his religion has 
these evide~tly no~ depend on any 
Biblical inspiration. 
1.n~i;,d., P• ;sos. 
2:tbid., P• 317. 
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A closing statement concerning liberalism and the Bible is now in 
order. Since the Bible is not a snpernatural book, we may conclude that 
it was written by men who were in no way different from modern day writers 
1vho are moved to interp:ret life for aey who would read his work. In this 
sense, sensitive souls may add material yet today to of equal 
worth. The only greater value that the :Bible may claim is in the fact that 
it has stood the test of time and still awakens and directs higher 
aspirations of men. 
In light of what has been said and because of denial of 
any absolute. propositional a.uthori ty, othel~ religions may be to or 
even surpass Christianity. .Pare and unbiased scientific investigatlon is 
duty bound to objectively study all religions. An not 
may be true or 
false. No to be the 
true religion. This could determined only upon analyzing the 
of a competent investigation. 
Sohleiermaoher supported this position as he said that each religion 
.... develops some natural bu.t mora OI' 
to the divinef in which man may feel 
distinctive relation 
to and 
it takas all of them to disclose and 
entirely the nature of man. 
assumed in advance to enjoy a unique priviledge. 
Liberals have noted fill religions made super-
authentication and uncritical cannot up in this 
This fact requires the liberal to in his belief, 
lrbid., P• 321. 
as well as other religions, that wr1ich is untenable after scientific 
investigation. 
With this for foundation, we shall consider the liberal view of 
four important theological concepts. Our purpose will 
cover the oonoepts of God, Je~tst sin and salvation. 
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able to transcend itself. 
However, since the immanence of is stressed in the spiritual 
liberal, a humanized God. Hordern points 
out that this does not mean th .t becomes a glorified or 
man God, bttt it does mean that to have the 
spiri tu.al characteristics which we consider good in man. 1 
Need special revelation and supernatural intervention is denied 
on the in the world process. Ear· 
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for t 
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All men are divine in the same sense that Jesus was divine. Every 
man receives a o:f God at birth. Jesus is aotu;.,llly nothing more to 
liberals tha.'l'l a religious leader. William AdaJ:IlS :Brovm is 
quoted by Hordern to sum up this diffim;~,lt problem of Jesus. Brown 
the 
argues that Jesus been an ru.:tthori ty for Christians in 
three ways. Firat, Jesus is the clearest illustration of 
the which Christiane desire to live and \~1ich they 
desire to see prevail in society. Jesus is a11 autlwrity 
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No theology ia maintained apart from an educational system. What-
ever is believed is propagated by teaching new recruits, or students. 
Implications naturally follow in education from the beliefs that are held 
theologically in any religious system .. is not to judge 
or qualify the stTengths or in the 
thought .. we shall as objectively as 
tions of ea<'-h. This will be done under (1) the of 
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which , judges , all is 
merely individual to me. My highest desti~ can be nothing 
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ti:fio of all religions of 
or all • 
saw God in the whole of life. His breaking 
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III. 
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waa doubly so. Unheard atrocities by civilized peoples were common. In 
our time the overwhelming power of the Communist world, which feeds on 
hate, is another stinging setback for those who had predicted inevitable 
progress. 
!'low let us consider some of the outstanding leaders in nee-ortho-
doXy in order to gain a perspe~tive historically. Three men come immadiate-
ly to mind, Karl Barth and Emil BrumH~r representing European thought• and 
Reinhold Niebuhr representing \merican thought. 
\filile Hitler was rising to power in Germany, an unknown minister 
was doing some independent thinking. This was Karl Barth. If Kierke-
gaard is considered the ~~eatest founding father of neo-orthodo~, then 
Barth must be called its greatest apostle. 
Barth was not to stay in Germany long. Hitler was demanding loy-
alty oaths to his regime, so Barth fled to Switzerland. 
Here he began his career as a liberal theologian w1 th a hope that 
the Kingdom of God would soon be achieved through the building of a socia-
list sooiety.1 But the First World War destroyed the hope of this realiza-
tion. Others shared Barth's shaken confidence in liberalism. They could 
not retreat farther into radical liberalism for that offered less than 
what they already had. On the other hand, this new group roundly repudi-
ated orthodoxY• They were not about to accept the old traditional view 
of Scripture and inspiration, for Biblical criticism w~~ accepted in its 
lrbid., P• 126. 
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most radical forma. Obvious dissimilarity oan be seen between neo~orthodo~ 
and liberals in noting that neo-orthodox theologians abhor the use of rea-
son and natural theology. 
Wi thou.t accepting the existing tenants of either liberalism or 
or~hodo:y, this new group stood somewhere between. They used some aspects 
of both and added much distincly their own. 
transcendentalism.1 f':10d 
entirely separated from and discontinuous human thought and ex:per-
ience. We can respond to the Word, and our lives thereby become changed, 
but we cannot by human thought explain God. 2 
God in transcendence has made nee-orthodoxy distinct. Not to know 
God in aey wa;y except as he breaks in upon man• s experience a formal 
theology impossible. Barth would hold that ~ attempt to do so would 
prove inadequate if not presumptions. The best attempts to describe Him 
(God) today will inevitably betray their futility by the logical contra-
dictions paradoxes which in the nature of the case they will reveal.3 
If this be so, no man ia qualified to speak of God except as God has spo-
ken directly to him. God is beyond human powers of thought and cannot be 
described in man's experimental terms. 
Emil :Brunner. 
one writer has found it difficult, if not imDossible, to 
pin a nee-orthodox to one point. Change 
1Burtt, .sm.• ill•t P• 377• 
2!bid. 
3Ibid., Pp. 377·78• 
or in 
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ology can be considered as characteristic of these men. 
Brunner is a native of Switzerland. litor mB.nJf· years he was a pro-
feasor of theology at the University of ~)rich. In his early career he 
and Barth were of one mind, :Brunner being the leading disciple of Barth. 
However, a break came in their theological relationship in the thirties. 
Hordern tells us: 
... the break came from Barth when Brunner published an article 
oriticising Barth. The issues involved were those of natural 
theology. :Brunner denied. that the image of God in which man 
was created had been oompletely lost through. as :Barth 
said. He believed that there was some revelation outside the 
Bible. He also charged that Barth no room for the1new 
nature of the redeemed man to grow out of the old nature. 
Care must be taken that one does not attribnte liberalism to Brunner 
at this point. Brunner does not have the confidence in natured theology 
that will lead him to God. Sin has so blinded man and 
irreparably he can· do nothing to save himself. Barth 
both adhere to ·the Reformation concept of' primacy oi .3cripture. Row-
ever, they interpret this in different waya. Barth believes that the 
Bible is the only source of about God. Brnn:ner holds this to 
mean that the Bible is the only criterion by which we can judge the truth 
or adequacy of the knowledge of God that a:r.·isea · elsewhere. 2 
Martin Buber•s famous concept of the 11 I-Thoutt relationship with 
God, has been given impetus by :Brunner~ to do was 
to resolve the objective-subjective chasm between God and man. The real 
lHorder:n, .2Jl• £.!.!•, p.. 1:;6" 
2Ibid .. 
-
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concept being sought was how can man and God know each other. Information 
about God makes him an ~'it." Only a personal relationship with God ma.kes 
God a '*thou. n He reveals to us, not some information about Hirn, but Him-
self. He gives something' of Himself and tfe give of ourselves in return. 
Making God and man eq·ual in this personal relationship is not a part of 
:Brunner• s thinking'. God always is to be the Soverign Lord. 
all probability, has been influenced more Niebuhr 
than any contemporary theologian. 
Niebuhr is a prof'essor at Union 1.llheological his 
theology has .not been formed it 
grew out of a life filled with live efforts to apply Christianity to 
social, political and economic • Niebuhr's thinking' begins 
with the human, the material and the social. 1 
According to Hordern 
Niebuhr graduated from a seminary in 1915 filled the 
convictions of liberal theology. He believed in the good-
ness of God and in the desirability of applying the 
Sermon on the to the whole of life, and in the 
mistic hope that the Kingdom of God ~ould be built upon 
ea:rt,h in the relatively near fu.ture. 
He chose a small working-class church in Detroit for his charge. 
Here his acquaintance with labor problems led him to a realistic aware-
ness of injustice in economic; .and political realms.. He bsoams 
l:rbid.,, P• 146• 
2rbi.d • 
.,.---.. 
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convinced that the shallow optimism among religious liberals did :not 
give place to the doctrine of original sin. 
lieibuhr made a. (listinct break with liberalism in his conviction 
that there is something outside of man which needed rediscovery., He was 
not ra:fe.rrinr; to fundamental orthodoxy, but to a rediscovery of what he 
considered true Christian orthodoxy. 
What man needs is a reorientation in his relationship to God. 
E. A. Burtt has noted how this rediscovery 
••• replaces this man-centered orientation by the conviction 
·that :nature can only adequately be uu •. u,.,-., 
its relation to God, before whose judgment man is 
creature and who!e redeeming love alone cru1 save 
sin and despair. 
through 
a sinful 
The relation of man to God cannot, says !liebuhr, be expressed 
with purely rational or logical terms. It can be expressed in myths such 
2 
as the Genesis story of the creation and the fall. Because God trans-
cends the world of man, man's thought forms are inadequate to comprehend 
what God has to say. There is a depth in God which finite man ia not 
symbols which to man. Theology is an attempt to express these 
symbols,and dimensions beyond man. 
although it , nona the less points to a that cannot be 
According to iiebuhr' s fundamental a.nalysis 11 man oa.n only b.a fully 
l:Burtt, ~· £i,~.·, P• ,381. 
2:aordsrn, .li!R.• ill.•, P• 147 • 
;Ibid. 
--
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understood in of two dimensions of nature and their essential 
The two dimensions <"..re the 11horizontal'* and the "vertical." 
The 1'horizontal" dimension refers to that of man wh:i.oh involves him 
in nature a."'ld all her prooease8. l1an' a body and mind are included. His 
desire, emotion, will and purpose bind to the changes 
on within and wi thO'ti t. 2 Niebuhr includes man's reason unde:t· their influ-
~moe when affected by thHm. The second or "vertical" dimension reletea 
him to God as the transcendent source his being. Religion traditionally 
refers to this as man • s 11 apiri t. 11 quality gives man the capacity 
for free transcendence. In this relationship man the capacity 
freedom from oa.uaual involvement in nature and reveals potentialities 
which oe~ only be satisfied by a relation of obedient har~ony with God.2 
Strange as it may seem, this higher capacity, which places man 
above the anir::u:.U world, is also the cause of tansion and a.rudety. 
is torn between two masters, God and nature. Sin has ita entrance at 
this juncture. The tension is ever conscious. Should man chose to 
serve God and admit his obvious and finitude? Whatever man 
ou.g·ht to do, the facts are that ha always takes the way sin by claiming 
independence and sufficiency for himself. This issues the root, sin 
of pride. 
Now let us examine briefly their conception of God, Jesus, sin 
and salvation. First, we must oo~~ider their view of the Scriptures, 
lBu.rtt, .fm• .£!1•, P• ;82. 
2Ibid. 
-
it directly on o:f the 
'l'he ,.B.i ... bl::.e-.• 
The Bible is not a propositional, once-for-all thing. The written 
word is not unohangably true to all persons in all ti:rnes and places. 
Neo-orthodoxy never tires o:f warning against identifying the Word of God 
with the words of' the Bible. They are not one and the same thing in the 
1 
strict sense. The words of the Bible and the man Jesus are simply 1JOlte.r:1s .. 
Revelation must not be confused the Bible. Bible is a ~i.tness 
self acting in man. 
For the Word of God takes forntS• 
in which God stands over man using their free speech. 
Cowmiasion under which. . d 2 :te one. this 
tion God, v1hon and where will, takes this and constitutes 
the very Word of God. 
is 
s word 
Secondly, the Word God is written. This will be our primary 
interest hera. The Canonical Scriptures are witnesses to the revelation 
of Jesus Christ. The Bible is not the witness in propositional forL"l9 
but a"witness to revelation. The Bible is God's only in so as 
chooses to speak through it • 
.211.• .£!!•, P• 288. 
always His act--when a por• 
tion of it l~s hold of us in God's nama and by the working 
of His Spirit. In that concrete it becomes God's 
Word to us, and He makes it ao to men over and again. The 
Bible God's this event.1 
In the third God's to us and 
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by ua as God's Word, the attests to attest 
is to point to something elsa; in a definite direction Wld beyond our-
2 
selves. ~he point being made by Barth seems to be that he determined 
to keep distinct the written words of the Bible with the One behind 
Bible. The Revealed Word is Jesus Christ. 
The reason for nee-orthodoxies adamant position a distinct 
separation of the and the Word of God lies in their view of the-
ology. God is unE<..:pproachable in Ria transcendent reality. 'Man is fin-
i te and his product is human. error and continual 
nability to error. Bible a human attestation to 
likewise contain error. It cannot be a final and 
has pointed out1 
to \'fhich it 
oou:t4 ae, none oth<~:r: 
ling Word of itselfJ and since 
discontinuity \rlth all human 
at 1.11oment 
revise any previous interpretation that 
book. 
theologian 3 has been proposed~ 
Burtt made proper. ~neology cannot 
be divorced :from what is accepted as the Word of God, no matter What 
form. Nee-orthodox theologians, it is concluded, accept the validity of 
t 289•90. 
2rbid,. t P• 290. 
3:Burtt 1 .$!,• .s!!•, P• 376. 
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the criticism of the Bible. Th~ are ready to accept any conclusion 
by scholarship concerning the Bible in its historical setting. Consequently 
the the Bible has limitations in that it must be 
held as tentative and incomplete. 
Mention was made earlier of different interpretations that 
Brunner and Barth placed on th'! Bible.. For Barth, the Bible, even with 
its limitations, is the only SO'Ilroe of Knowledge about God. Brunner 
contends there is truth outside the Bible, but that the Bible sets in 
judgment upon all truth and knowledge of God. 
Niebuhr accepts the Bible on the basis tha.t the hypothesis that 
the Biblical revelation is 
life.1 
most adequate to 
is said concerning the Bible, it cannot be considered 
identical with God's Word. 
oannot be or any-
thing in man t s possession. God will not parmi t Himself to become the 
object of man's thought.. The ~r.aru:JoE~naLeD~oe 
Him and causes to be diaconti:nuous wi·th human thought and experience. 
God is Soverign of the world and in ma.ld.ng revelation of Himself', 
does so by own. experiencing of' men. r~d 
for s intelligent 
lHordern, .sm.• .ill•, P• 151. 
ta~e the initiative, 
o~l::~.,..r•" for Him. 
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Jesus. 
How does one explain Jesus Christ? 1rhis is no easy question. 
Neo-orthodox theologians voice no unanimous answer.. Some ha·ve contended 
for the divinity of Christ.. Others claim that He is, at most, a very un-
usual man who had more completely divested Himself of sinful self-center-
edness than anyone alee. To others, Jesus was in some sense both divine 
and human. Since no single, "mean" view is practical, our method will 
be to present only the moat representative views of the leaders of neo-
orthodox;y. 
the 
Barth and Brunner insist on a divine Christ. of these men 
to reduce the oonsoiouaneaa of Jesus to human limits.1 
nee-orthodoxy invited Whole-heartedly 
method and the use or:l.i;iciam on the Dible. Yet 
acorns the use of this method the for Jesus is under-
Few notes are struck with more 
than the indictment of the uacientifio 
of , •" which, 
assumption that what is true of 'tlS 
Him in just the same disolose~i also the 
!{etf,!,!-
intc the 
by its broad 
be true of 
Jesus Ghrist ia no importance" for Christianity. 
:Barth has struggled with the rrrinitaria.n concept and the Chrisrto-
logical problem. Barth holds to the approach to whole of 
2!,bi,d .• , 
3Ibid. 
to be a~ effort to avoid a tritheism on 
Henry, !h.! Protest¥,.t Dilemma (Grand Rapids: Wm .. B. 
Comp~-t 1949), P• 194• 
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one hand and a pure Unitarianism on the other. Curl F .. H. Henry in this 
reference that 
Kur 1 l3arth' a at a tement of the divine tri-tmi ty (with whi eh 
Emil Brunner disclosed his essential agreement during his 
last Americ&1 tour) has gone to such Ji.:r•"me1s in the legi ti-
mate effort to avoid tritheism, that it ~as encouraged at 
the same time the suapician of modaliam. 
Avoiding either extreme one to be in his 
thinking. The fact that the "personal:!. ty" an individual 
center of self-consciousness resulted in Barth's contending 
Barth, 
in 
theism;_ therefore Barih prefers 
in Godhead. 
three 'tmodes of are not 
distinctions, e~d are 
suggests 
consciousness, three self· 
a as to 
to speak of 
for 
of God ... 
' it more proper to as one 
than three. 
' 
as not lend itself to a explanation 
of 
on supra-historical as as the 
God's into hi~;tory to the point that the occasion 
is essentially above and beyond history. oocasion cannot 
of history., The aontrast of the 
infinite and the finite, the unoonditioned and the conditioned, in 
1~., P• 208. 
2rbid. 
-
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of Jesus Christ present a paradox thr::t; iB bade in nee-orthodoxy. 
is always present an attempt is made to explain how 
Jem.1s Christ could be both truly human anxl truly divine. :Barth em-
phasized the divine aspect in he insiBts personality 
of the Logos is divine; in common with thought, is 
granted a uu.ua.•J. :rm.tu:re, but no hum&l person, in the inoarr1ation of the 
Logos .. 1 Both Brunner and :Ba.:rth that 
sonality of the C~d-man. 
a different position on 
Christ. 
no 
to 
for us; if 
is 
'the 
perfection 
terrns oa..'!. have no 
only a Qod ... man, who 
essential 
contrite in 
to be 
and perfection in 
2Ibid., P• 19~· 
, we~ who are 
2 
norm of livir..g,. 
di 
3Reinhold l{iebuhr, The ,l!a;tur.e .!m! Destim;: SLf.. ~ (New 'York a 
s Sons, 1948), lit P• 74• 
per-
have 
, are 
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as saviour for mankind. Jesus, being only human, has implications in 
that it involves in sinful acta. 
A dual nature is, for Niebuhr, impossible. He says; 
All defim tiona of Christ which both 
sense they both and his• 
torioally conditioned and eternal and unconditional qualities 
to on nonaense ••• it not 
possible for any ~arson to be historical and unconditioned 
~;l,t 
in 2 in 
which she to he both and 
as Niebuhr. She writesa 
tween 
his 
IUGIEU1.~ 
power of God that 
the 
m~:m is not God's doi11g .. 
not 
man. Because of 
is the story 
!Ibid., P• 61. 
2uanry, .21l• ~., P• 176. 
3Ibid. 
-
the of 
such 
be-
can Glod be 
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in natura, for sin blinds man' a 
work of' God.1 
so that he does not recognize the 
Just what is sin? We have just said that it is man 1 s defiance of 
God.. But in what way? For a clearer understanding we go back to Niebuhr's 
"tvro-di:mension11 concept. 
dimensions. The first dimension the natural 
world. The second is supernatural. Here he finds himself related to God 
called his "spirit .. " 
By virtue of in this two 
nature, man conscious of inevitable 
Living in such a world puts inevitable 
tween God and nature. As Burtt has said: 
involves what is 
aspect of his 
2 
on man for he is torrt be-
On the one hand~ he knows that as. a part of nature 
truo center 
luordern, .2ll• R,i,i{., P• 130• 
2:aurtt, .sm.• .2!!• , p • ;8 3 • 
3rbid. 
-
the 
in. God's so 
to 
an 
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the root and essence of sin. 
Such pride invades every area of man's being. According to 
Niebuhr this pride appears in four • First there is the pride 
of power. All men seek in life. a man 
feel secure and above ·the common :man. In time, or the lust of 
power, leads a ma11 to his power to his 
tion of fellow man. Second, there is the pride of intellect. Man, 
in reality, aware of his finite ndnd and limited to 
recognize these facts. Consequently he hie own to 
final and absolute. is the pride "~rirtue. 
the own 
refuses to believe he is am. ruthlessly 
judges all others by his ovm ia a man without mercy who 
uses his over his fellowmen. Fourth, there 
is spiritual is closely related to the 
together they may be called pride. 
danced in religious bodies assert 
has absolute sanction 
• 
Is all be sure 
not from man's to 
for sin only possible in a 
1 
• this 
is 
he 
in 
to be 
o:f virtue and 
evi-
to 
a sin-
s vi ewpo:S.nt. 
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Sin is such that we recognize its full po11;er only af'ter we have 
been delivered from it •1 '1Vhile llk1.n lives in sin un<mlightened he not 
aware of its consequences. Hordern ovt that it is one of Barth's 
can only om· 
cannot confess our until 
Salvation. 
Can a. man be delivered frott two-dimensional 
there can live the resultant 
upon sin, 
never 
by CJ.trist.; Since 
no to sin .. 
life in the Holy 3piri ·t 
the Christian to live above sin. 
marily the victo~~ of God's 
The cure for sin( 
of 
na:tuxe, nor 
to 
1~., P• 130o 
2·~b'd J. l. • 
-
to 
warned. us thr:. t we 
overcome 
the Christian 
little mention of a. new 
moral vihich enables 
victory is pri-
• 
Nie'ouhr) in doc-
not a 
of • 
Only by 
and 
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and by toward God in humble so the Divine c~Sm and will 
1 
will man find a resolve. do him he is unable 
resolve requires a. awareness of h:ls ein. coneti-
tutes him (Niebuhr) of and the coni;ent of repent-
ance is the man 
2 
ment in sin .. 
in before and he no 
resource on the divine then 
made aware that God 
as in of and 
when he ~ 
( 
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A.,. 
three Protestant positions handled in this study, neo-ortho-
do:xy was the most difficru.lt to state. There are two main reasons for this 
as the writer seas 1 t. .First, many nao-orthod.ox theologians wer(~ at one 
time liberals. In coming to this new theological position roundly 
repudiated mnch in liberalism. theme theologians~ at the same retained 
liberal views at some points. The second reason came from the nee-ortho-
dox usa of the terminology familiar to orthodoxy. Old terms and concepts 
have been hut with new meanings being given to them. :this made it 
exceedingly difficult to a man ill theological thought. 
Barth, and some who to thinking 9 do not want to be con-
to one pod tion. There is constant theological 
ootJld be made to show the 
educational implication of neo•orthodoxy • 
• Aut.~oJ'At;I• 
'J.'I}).e 
view of' the Bible. 
school of 
finite 
Bible was 
and neo-ortnl)Q()~J in 
,..~ ... ~,···~~ itself the 
between tha 
fact makes Bible 
·to hu:roan and must, therefore, contain error. On this 
basis, accepts the conclusions of liberal scholarship con-
the Bible in its historical setting. Affirmation is given, at 
least tacitly, that tho Bible is tentative and incomplete. 
the:n As a 
no. Bible as is not one(~ and all God's 
does neo-orthodoxy use the use it in zm 
way. Bible itself is not the Word of God, but it may 
There is no cruali ty in that can be to 
that it is the Word of certainly means tllat 
it cannot be the God so t7h8!1 it 
n~·~~·~n.wQ.~~ us and the 
this it follow authority whi.oh the 
subj eoti ve to each person in a unique the Bible, 
is tool and it IUs own • 
not the orthod.ox as 
the 
USI~B it to 
and errant, can it 
seys ia the enoot~nter 
is tru o au:thori ty. 
is an to and thus has not 
inherent, a:uthori·ty. Some points are more a:uthori tative than others 
because they are better pointers to Christ.1 
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God is uwnolly other." He is entirely transcendent and man cannot 
have thoughts about God. How then does nee-orthodoxy teach about God? 
God has chosen to reveal Himself through Jesus Christ. The Scriptures 
atteat to Christ, therefore the Bible is the intermediary in which man 
.!!!&. encounter God. For this reason Cb...riet becomes absolute authority. 
Scriptures become secondary authority and only when a person has a per-
sonal encounter of faith through them. 
History is unimportant for the nee-orthodox. Historioul events 
are interpreted symbolically. Ryrie states that: 
Barth's concept of history that it is divided into two 
kinds - history which is histiograprdcal, and history which 
is not. Historiographical means that it may be understood 
from a oreaturely context. The aceount of creation., for 
instance, is not histiographioal because it was the act of 
God by which the creature became a creature. Therefore, the 
aocou.nt of creation cannot be expressed in oreaturely terms 
and is unhistiographical history. Brunner uses the term 
Erimal his~o~ to describe all history that is on the plane 
of faith - creation, the fall, salvation, and glorification. 
This term denotes a real ooourrenoe which is related to ~r 
world of time and apace bu.t which does not lie within it. 
Niebubx, and other writers, of ~·th in relationship to 
history. :!he implication is that these things, su.oh as the creation and 
fall, did not actually happen within our world of time and space. This 
means that although the Genesis account of the creation and fall are not 
actually history as we understand history, it is nevertheless true to 
e:rperience. The fall of two real people living in a garden did not really 
1 
.!'e!.<!. ' p. 48. 
2rbid., P• 50. 
happen as history, but it does represent and 
actually, himself, Adam in this sense. 
sin. Every man is 
~ ~ Purposes. 
As was 111entioned eaJ:"lier, it was difficult to assign writers to 
this position. Neo...orthoclox writers usually do not clea1"ly label them• 
selves. b~om inference, however, their aims and purposes are quite 
evident. 
God and man are sepaJ:"ated by a great gulf; something must be 
done to resolve this. 1l'he responsibility of any- theology is to help 
man :find God. '.the purpose of the clrurch is to help man to see that he 
is a finite creature who is seriously limited, yet in possession of 
infinite possibilities. s real problem is sin. :Barth, and maey-
the mistake of makil'lg' himself the center 
of thil'lg's in his own universe rather than God. Sin is recognized as 
truly terrible and needing treatment. No man is able to do this, only 
God. 
God's work is Salvation. He bridges the gulf between Himself and 
man. The purpose of the church is to cause man to see his despair. Vihen 
this comes about, contrition and sorrow are born in the heart. Out of 
thia, faith is conceived in the individuals heart and he receives new 
life from God. Salvation is the shattering or breaking of self, and this 
come in a single crisis experience or in repeated ones.1 
B. SUMMARY 
This began by tracing present-d~ neo-orthodo~ back to 
Soren Kierkegaard. Kierkegaard was disturbed by the dead orthodo~ in 
Danish State Church. Both orthodo~ and liberalism were responsbile 
for this. Orthodo~ was content that it had the content of Christianity, 
while liberalism was conf'ident that it could by unaided reason attain the 
highest truths. 
One never becomes a completed Christi~~ in this life, Kierke-
gaard, rather he alwS¥s strives to be one. 1~e leap faith became the 
means whereby man became Christian. In his despair, man leans on God to 
help him. 
The transcendence of God and Hi!J unapproachableness by man was a 
pri.rna.ry doctrine of 
Present day neo-orthodo~ out ., .... ~" ... "';m of some 
liberal scholars during the First World War. Barth established 
neo-orthodoxy as a major influence in theology. Nee-orthodoxy is dis-
tinguished by its repudiation "f the majo1· tenants of both and 
orthodoxy. Nee-orthodoxy accepted some of both and added much peculiar 
to itself. 
God, being transcendent, made 
as God spoke directly to men could God be known .. 
terms. 
imposaible,. Only 
Consequently God cannot 
spoken of in man's ""v"'''"""' 
Brunner is considered to next to Barth in neo-orthodox the-
ology. primarily was in accord with Barth except at one point. Barth 
believed that the of God was completely lost by sin. Brunner denied 
this and went farther to s~ there was revelation outside the Bible, or 
in natural theology. 'a "I-Th.Ot.l" concept impetus. 
was to resolve the objeotive-slibjective chasm between God 
and man. The question Brunner was trying to answer was how could man 
know God. Only by a. personal relationship, said God 
reveals not something about Himself, but Himself. 
Reinhold Neibuhr has influenced theological thought. 
His early convictions were with liberal theology but he came to the dis• 
covery that man needed a reorientation to God. God, baing transcendent, 
cannot be comprehended by finite .man's thought concepts. Consequently, 
God to by means of myths, or symbols tr1hich a truth 
beyond man. Theology, for Neibuhr, ia to attempt to express these symbols 
to man. 
At the bottom of m~~'s trouble is his being a possessor of a two-
dimensional nature. A tension is developed by man1s to choose 
between two masters, God nature. ultunately and inevitably 
chooses the way and this issues sin. 
The Bible is not God's as such. It is not once for all 
truth. The Word of God is contained in Scripture by virtue of giving 
witness and attesting to Christ who was God's Word. 
There is no unified voice concerning the person of Jesus. 3ome 
hold to His divinity but stress His divine aspect till his personality 
purely divine. Others are of a different opinion. These de~ His 
divinity and maintain Jesus was only human. His uniqueness being that 
His lite was so filled by the power and character of God that in seeing 
Himt men have seen God. Christ disoloees what God is always doing for 
Sin is defiance toward God. P.t'ide is the root sin, thereby 
man himself as the center life which is God's pla<:Hh This sin 
invades all of life and corrupts man's relationship both to God and his 
fellow man • 
. Salvation from sin comes by God's grace. Already sin been 
defeated in Christ. By to God in humble and 
that he has no other recourse for Salvation except divine mercy, man 
discovers that Christ is his sa:Viour. then has a new which places 
God at the center, not himself. 
IV. 
Evangelical is a term tha.t is deriv·ed from the Greek word !!!!!:Ji-
g:elion mea:ning "gospel" or "good neweJ.n That 'Jiihich to the gos-
pel is evans·elical. The Reformation considered itself a l."eturn to the 
Bible as the source of religious authority. same emphasis upon the 
Bible as ~1thority typifies the evangelical movement tod~. 
Present d.~ evangelical Protestantism is in the main stream of 
historical Christianity. Luther, Calvin, and. John Wesley were the 
great leaders of this movement. M~ Protestant denominations may be 
traced back to the work of these three men. 
Martin Luther, in 1517, posted his ninety-five theses on the church 
door in Wittenburg. His purpose was to denounce certain prevalent abuses 
of the Catholic saor~nental system. These theses were written in Latin 
and meant for the attention of Luther's colleagues. Luther's desire was 
to have a discussion and debate on the points which he had tacked on the 
church door. Soon all of Germ~ knew what Luther had done. The politi-
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cal, social and religious conditions ware conducive for a reoaptru1ce by 
From this evant onward, history changed ita 
course. 
Luther had searchacl freedom. from the weight of sin 
heart. Roman Catholic could not provide this him. 
Readi:ng- and studyin,g the ~3oriptures, he came to realize that salvation 
was through faith and trust in God, through Christ. Obedience and fidel-
ity to God were required rath!3r than a slavish subservience to :man-made 
ecolaaiastioal systems. 
SUm1 a realization resulted in a profound religious for 
Luther. At its heart was a."'l. exuberant sensa of release from the tension 
of sin, and from the overwhelming 
1 
of divine condemnation under which 
he had quakiDJ. Out of this came luther's doctrine of 
Christian freedom. He no under bondage and the control the 
Catholic Church. Luther felt free from the intellectual authority and 
ionce and ought to right of every man, believed. 
Burtt credits Luther's fervent and enthusiastic this doc-
trine of Christian freedom as being the 
••• major factor in breaking the social power of Catholicism, 
convincing thousands of men and women in nothern that 
they could attain eternal salvation apart from t~e sacramen-
tal system and authority of the church .. 
salient aspects stand out as re~llts of the Luther~~ Refor-
mation. (1) The Bible was declared to be the 
1:&~:trtt, .2ll• .5!.1•, p .. 146. 
2Ibid., Pp. 146-147· 
of God. The Roman 
Catholic Church had made tradition as equal authority. 
Only hierarchy of the Chu.rch were perrlli tted power of' inter}1retation .. 
Ltl ther placed the Bible in the position of final and ultimate au ·chori ty .. 
{2) The Priesthood of all believers. No 
between God and themselves. Under luther's emphasis 
eaoh the priviled e of acting as own priest. believer 
now had right to approach Jesus Christ. (3) Salvation was 
by faith alone. Works of merit and pennanoe '&ere no longer valid to 
salvation. sole means of acceptance by God was faith in Cr1rist. 
(4) Assurance and certainty of salvation was possible. Through faith in 
Chrif;t one could k::n.ow for certain that he was a child of God. Persons no 
Church. (5) The H~ly Spirit was prominence. Christ sent 
in the wo:t~ld. lead, guide 
direct the Christian. The Spirit reveal God's Word, the Bible 11 to 
His people. 
These five of the are still the emphases 
modern evangelical Protestants. 
A younger contemporary of luther was John Calvin. He published 
the first edition of his Institutes 2!, ~ Christian Rella;ion in 1536. 
This work shared platform of ,justification by 
it has stood through history as the outstanding systema:tio 
1 formulation of Protestant theology. Luther rejected the Catholic 
conception of natural theolo~~· In ita place Luther felt the need to 
keep to Calvin built his doctrines on the of 
Goct as soverign \fill .. this 
the influence of 
Zvrlngli, his an important place to natural 
theology as one main ways in which God 
follow here, believing God disclosed in 
and history as well as the biblical revelation. God 
may be in a..11d history, as well as direct appeal to 
conscience, Biblical revelation only can reveal God's will and plan of 
salvation. 
throttghaut the world 
ually brot1ght with it tolerance., was not 
Actu.ally eaoh grO' .. lp in the was noted its 
eranoe .. an. d. to be one of 
the there were 
matters, there came to be a 
basic on doctrines 
c~~e was exercised to error. a latitude was 
allowed on the less 
either the individual 
the limits doctrines, insist that 
every individual must to study himself. 
to accordance study, as may be directed 
by his the Holy Spirit. 
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by 
hold tlH'> word in is 
means the same as they firmly believe 
has sanctiol'l the :Bible .. do not 
Baptist 
11ba:ptize" 
this 
that one 
of another 
J!"'ellov;ahip 
the 
denounced as 
in 
Sllppo:rted. 
and 
in 
., 
the 
by all 
" 
especially in the 
not 
one were to 
one be 
All doctrines clearly 
a.:r:e unaniruou sly 
It is at this point where differ most distinctly 
with explicitly, or tradi-
tional Biblical which. to ovangr~licals were absoltJtely 
to faith~ doctrines, the ____ "' __ _ and special 
of Scripture, virgin birth , His bodily reaur• 
maJI as a spiritual being, rc~ction f'rom the 
aJid the 
affil:·med 
John 
the special creation 
hell as the reward of unbGlievers are most tenaciously 
and juat as firmly de11ied by libe:rals. 
was important to the evangelical movement. 
a preacher in the Anglican Church. preached and believed 
was 
orthodox 
Protestant faith. Yet Wesley, in his early ministry, did not possess 
genuine religious peaoe. EVen serving as a missionary in Georgia only 
served to point out his religious need. In defeat and despair, Wesley 
returned to England. 
Fortunately, for Wesley's disturbed mind, he was invited to join 
he 
which 
of to 
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influence v:a.s exerted widely 
and message to by the settlers 
England. evangelice..l 
to cclonies by lay to 
listen. zrb.e circuit became 
tradition. 
the United. • 
c..rJCsen to use the term most meets 
·the "mea.n.n group in orthodoxy. are ortho-· 
they are orthodox: with a s;eiri t" believe it ia to be 
~L~Juu•.a in all of belief a~d yet be giving merely intellectual • 
This not for the mu.st the of 
the and moves the • 
a Christian liberal • 
.. at be 
of theologice..l involvements and 
itiea .. accused of .. 
the is both a 
spirit an affi:l:"mat:i.on .. vitality 1 Dr. 
sucoh1ctly the aims and the ~1rpose of the responsible leadership 
in evangelical movet~~nt. 
Wynkoop, Th .. D., "An Erlr:;tential Interpre.rbation of 
the Doctrine of Holiness,'1 a..11 unpublished ma.:nusoript. \'/estern Evangelical 
Seminary, Portland, Oregon• 1958, P• 11. 
L is and , 
a new humility. Spiritual and intellectual arrogance appalls 
• of con ... 
a profound obligation to truth but it would 
in It not 
rJ.ghteousness and claim special favors from God, it moves 
on its lmees to it 
Its criticism is of itself not others 
in the light of 
Christian truth .. 
fo:c 
fil"'st responsibility ·to the Vlcrd of God which is its judge 
and in the tru 'th of 
tu:re the livi~f!; would 
and to the of the 
God. It the »ible to bet not an end in itself 
a means 
will 
the 
them. 
men 
;. It affirms the traditional doctrines of the Church--
ience. 
4• It accepts critical e~~olru·ship 
a of the 
It is discriminating. 
5· It a 
in:tel~personal responsibility. It lives 
an ear to and 
with its eye measuring values 
6 .. 
ieola.Uoniam. 
ment in 
barriers to 
an awareness 
and 
to 
with 
in this 
busy in its 
eternity 
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In of the fact that are commonly acknowl-
as in line with historical Chric:Jtiani ty as well as 
the , brief their of 
Bible, God, , sin and salvation will be adequate. 
The Bible. 
the Scriptures. 1rhis is a pri• 
mary ·task. By so doing he pr eaerves the the 
Christian faith. In oontra.at to the liberal and new-orthodox the evan-
gelioal believes the Bible to be true as true religion. 
of the Bible as religious, 
believe God worked in true historioalsituations. 
believe the Bible to be the , the only 
infallible word of Consequently it 
Christians. The ia not a record oi' man•s for God, nor is 
it a. compilation of his 
God has revealed in the Bible, special revelation 
it is 
-
God's a live to the for in it and 
through 1 ts words, to tho person. from 
is s cri TJt\lrea. of 
Out of 
self in for Salvation .• more need 
the evangelical is certain that the Holy Spirit does not reveal any-
to to or beyond what been recorded 
in 
God 
He 
God 
not 
all 
the ' h:i. doctrine of God. 
the C:r:·eator and universe .. 
D:r .. s., J. 
God is 
b) 
which all finite 
as 
God is 
forward 
filling the universe with 
who 
creation. He not 
of His 
mankind .. faith in 
concerned 
from yet 
attril:n.:rt;e 
God is not, to be 
pure 
is Father to 
vitally 
related to man in man oa.n have aocesa 
Jesus. 
Evangelicals believe the diety of as the Christ• in His 
birth, in His lif'e 11 in His t in vicarious 
deS~.th also believe in 
His aasension to the right band of the Father, 
and His personal return in power and glory. 
1rhe full diety and the full humanity of Jesus Christ are diffi~tlt, 
if not impossible for theologians to explain. Recognizing the peril in 
over-emphasizing either the diety or the humanity of Jesus, the evan-
gelioal accepts the settlement of the 
of Chaloedon in 451 A.D. 
in the flesh. He was Jesus was 
to ·the world God was 
was more than a man~ was more 
a 
the 
process,. V'/hen died on the cross more 
the 
Sin is a is a 
as the 
• 
man there, for 
of 
evil wh ioh car.t11ot be 
solved philosophically or by social adjustment. of 
sin is ~tndamentally derived the word of God. 
Dr .. \Wynkoop quotes R.. Tennant in 
a statement 
a 
all 
Sin 
be; 
law to be 
beoe.use is 
between man and God. Man is responsible 
devio<:? was needed man oou.ld 
is a 
To be some 
that would u.e~a<:UJ.u. 
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a personal, therefore moral choice. 
According to the Biblical account made one law in the moral 
universe which would. test ma:nh.'l fir£~t parents. This was the 
command.J "Thou shalt not ••• " The consequences of d.iaobedienoa ware 
The !l1ann€1r :in which man to 
breaking that single law as Dr. 
the 
results 
were 
220-221. 
Evangelicals hold to the biblical teaching that man, even though 
fallen, stands morally to for his actions. Sin is not 
attributed to the flesh of man. Nor ia it considered substance inherent 
in body. 1f.he body, or the members the body, are not of themselves 
sinful, sin the to 1 .. 
On biblical premise that sin a moral and 
three 
He not 
of life. 
to the who man 
' int·o a with God• 
dead and needs a 
not s that 
all men conseq'l..l 
in sin no the 
P• 240. 
fact 
orthodoxy 
for all. 
God. In ao doing, God.' a 
in 
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covers the sinner. Neo-
for all sinoe Christ died 
Just how do teach salvation? Of does salvation 
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a breach in 
has to do with 
and the:. 
in 
can end the 
into the 
The 
the oore 
in no way 
He did this in 
m~:,.n 
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this faith .. 
s au 
of 
" 
Jesus 
man to 
to God's 
where rnan 
that he no 
Sin 
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God m:Uy 
st 
to 
he 
to onoe 
and allow God to 
the 
and to see~~ one's is the 
view of 
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A. 
A:uthoritl• 
Authority for the evangelical is in the Word of God, the written 
and Living Word. In what sense is the Bible the written word of Goci? 
in 
the 
Those continuity of New 
mation hold the to be the 
revelation of our soverign Creator-Redeemer. 
utG~u~~s~u accurate ideas 
and R;:;for-
divine 
'J.lhis self-re-
• 
to man written in man's 
the.t theology 
that has 
tn.~th of 
the is to 
authority. 
' J .. S of their 
do. 
is contains 
to those who get inside. outer shell is broken 
by softt receptive ~u.~~·vultu.ArJ6u• the enormous potential ia released 
1 
to produce all kinds of fruit. 
Scripture not only commands but it provides. it comes spirit-
food, water daily nurture, and 
discipline; or the "instruction in as described 
in 
serves as u ·those who 
and as an instrument in God's hJ4"ld to man to 
de::;cribes this 
4 
• , Lvut it 
God's written authoritative. nee-orthodox 
that the 
lJ~i,d., P• 122. 
2-+~~id,. 
3rbid., 122-123. 
4rbid .. , P• 170. 
God's when it over-
powers man. In contrast to cal holds this revelation 
of as valid or not man read it, it, or rejeot 
it. It records actual historical events though the context indicates 
that some ~f it is and s;>-'!ubolic. 1 
truth has buen spoken 
has , in 
at (1) tru.th. not 
on the sr:-un.e level of 
to serve the same • 
to rr:en in their 
bolic this ou (5) 
s recorded attest to this tu1e of tru (6) Cul-
·truth., in a to convey 
truth and (7) is 
into the ) truth. Out 
of this come:;.~ the ancl 1 for doctrine. 
built around 
cha:racter and 
:position. The is book. Therefore 
not be • the 
the center of 
means to 
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no other book to C~d's revelation. God means to 
be more than facts, even 1 facts. 
The :Bible more than words, it is action. Godt aa a can-
from God, never that 
Word 'be the Living l'!ord. that contact 
with the Word is made only in 
is Christ-centered .. 
only in to With 
becomes essential~ although 
of 
the and 
their on 
was -w:ri tten in the 
it is the comes s voice 
.. to 
activity • 
the messag·e of the task of 
A new .... birth is the person. 
come short of the of God.n 
deprivation of life. do education 
will accompliah a spiriu1al rebirth. Education to 
be a 
SO!l be 
men to 
task of 
Jesu 
names in 
insist,mco 
(1) The 
in the 
of 1 God. 
for a 
men all over 
of 
are united on 
, P• 206. 
this the 
is i!l 
are the 
" 
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be 
tion to the 
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Chrbtiani. ty" Great care is so thttt none may be st1bj to 
error. On minor lati tttde is between evan-
, personally and denominationally. 
Joh:n the preachers in back 
tJ:H) .. 
e who took the nc,.rrre 
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doctrines of 
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CHAP.t'ER V 
PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION COMPARED 
What are the comparisons between progressive education and pre-
sent-day religious education? vvnat are the basic agreements or disagree-
ments between these two fields in education? 
The theory of evolution had far reaching effects in religion as 
well as in science. The impact of this theory demanded a decision from 
all theologies. In the main, one of three alternatives was taken. 
(l) Iwolution, and what it stood for, was rejected. These attempted to 
discredit and deny all aspects of the theory. (2) A reconciliation was 
sought, whereby the facts of evolution could be accepted, and yet ways 
found to maintain truths of religion. (3) Or, they might accept, quite 
frankly, the theory of evolution, think of the world and life and 
religion in terms of evolution, and make whatever intellectual adjust-
1 
menta seemed necessary. 
I. LIBERALISM COMPARBD WITH PROGRE:SSIVE EDUCATION 
This third course was taken by liberals. Secular progressive 
educators had accepted evolution and applied the theory to education. 
Liberal religious leaders did the same. Religion was conceived as an 
evolutionary product, and man is religious because he lives in a uni-
2 
verse that calla forth this religious response. 
John Dewey made a great contribution to nprogressive" liberal 
lrritus 9 $2,• ..2!!•, P• 89. 
2Ibid. 
education, as it came to be called. '11fte empirical method, which, as 
tHlH'Jd by Dewey, firmly condenmed any :philosophy or theory that concerned 
itself with absolutes and finalities. Dewey's attitude at this point 
is definitely shared by a good many progressive religious eduoatora.1 
Relativity of values in progressive education corresponds with 
evolving religious truth of liberalism. Dr. Theodore ~~nger 9 one of 
the earliest to preach liberal theology, made a statement concerning 
the evolutionary impact on the Bible. He writes: 
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It is a mistake to regard the truths of the Christian faith, 
even those that are called leading and fundamental, as hav-
ing a fixed form. Were they revelations .!£.t!! God, they 
might perhaps be so regarded~ but bei~ revelations !J!. 
God, they imply a process of unfolding. 
A statement such as this represents much liberal thinking todE:liY• 
The Bible is not a supernatural book, being a revelation !J!. God, not 
~ Godt which if from God would imply supernaturalism. 
Scripture, being a natural book, mat be rejected as having any 
absolute and final authority. If authority cannot be supernaturally 
grounded, it nru.st be grounded h1 man himself.. This fact brings u.s to 
the second major point of comparison. Progressive secular education and 
liberal religious education both ground authority in ht1.man experience 
and reason. 
American liberalism accepted John Dewey's solution to the prob-
lem of authority more readily than the answer given in historic Christian 
tradition. Lewis Grimes asks what Dewey bequeathed to religious eduoa-
lArnold s. Nash. ProtestanJ.. ThoutrP:~ .ll! ~ Twentieth Cen!!f!:'z, 
~ldlenoe.!!!.! Whither? (leiv York: The Macmillan Com:pa:ny~ 1951), P• 277• 
2Ibid., P• 228. 
tion with respect to the nature of authority? briefly states: 
.. Dewey there is no such thing as truth ;eer either 
propositional statements, "ideal forms," or personal 
encounter. Hather, there are truths, and these are found 
in and through experience - not just the learner's, to be 
sure, because of the , various sources from the present 
and the past, a.re to be utilized in the learner's search 
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for meanings. Authority, thef, lies in experience, socially 
acquired and socially shared. 
Liberal's who have followed since Schleiermaoher have accepted 
this philosophy of authority. 
Dewey and prog-ressive education maintain that human experience 
~~ot be transcended. The world has ends within itself, not beyond. 
while Dewey speaks from a natttralistic point of view, yet the liberal 
religious educator says nearly the same thing, except that he posits an 
immanent God. ~Jhat Dewey left to natural causes, liberals, auoh as 
Cos, credited to God. 
God in 
liberalism. Evolution is God's plan and work. A unity is by 
God's ir.1manenoe. On this premise at an immanent God, Coe writes as 
follows a 
This means, among other things, that material atoms are 
of divine aetivitya that tho laws of nature are 
simply the orderly methods of his rational will, which is 
in coraplete control of itself; that evolu.tion does not 
suffer mr:; break with man, a self-oonsciou.s and moral being, 
, the wole of evolution , in reality, a 
process of realizing a moral purposeJ that the correlation 
of mind and brain is just the phenomenal of the real 
correle:tion of cur mind with the divine power which sustains 
usf that the development, physiological and mental• that 
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man receives through nature is part of an all-inclu.sive 
educational plan, and that, in 0t1r work as educators, God is 
workillg tFough. our reason and will carry forward the univer-
sal plan .. 
It is therefore conc+uded that Godt being so entwined within man, 
makes all men, in some sanae, divine. 
Christian :nurture, growing up to a fuller development in God, is 
a natural consequence. Providing the child with proper experiences for 
gTowtht becomes the goal of progressive education and liberal religious 
education alike. Externally applied authority was not to be used, but, 
surroundings and conditions in \thich inherent qualities may evidence 
themselves, were to be elicited. Because God works through ma.n1s reason, 
and human experience provides the ground for learning, human reason and 
experience become authority for liberal religious education. Progressive 
education, while not concerned with the ultimate cause underlying this 
basis, likewise grounds authority upon human reason and experience. 
These two points, evolution and ao.thority, are the salient faa-
tures comparison. 
n. DO-ORTHODOXY CO~f,l?ARED WITH PROGRESSIVl:~ EDUCATION 
Noting oompa.risons between secular progressive education and 
neo-orthodo~ vividly demonstrates why neo-orthodo~ has been called 
dialectic theolog.y. Dialectic used in connection with neo-orthodox;y 
has a different shade of meaning than whenuaed in the normal sensa. 
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Dialectic refers to opposites or concepts are in opposition to each 
other. Karl :Barth that dialectic, as he used it, was the main 
feature of the conception of num and historye A dialectic opposition was, 
for him, the principle of faith. The oppo-
site being God and ma.'1.. Other OpJJOsi tee 11 such as that of heaven and earth, 
of Infinite and the finite, of the Eternal and the temporal, of the 
Holy and the profanet of the Creator and the creature, all demonstrate the 
dialectic principle. leo-orthodoxy differs from other philosophical sys-
tems which hold that the oppositions are to be conceived and unified by 
logical means and by means of reality as well. The dialectic of nee-
orthodoxy meaintaina that these opposites cannot be treated in a logical 
way. They can only be revealed by God. God alone, not man's reasoning, 
can overcome the gulf between them. 
We have explained this in hope that one may better understand 
how nee-orthodoxy both agrees and violently disagrees with progressive 
education. 
leo-orthodoxy adamantly rejects the epistemology of progressive 
education. Progressives contend that knowledge oan be primarily 
by actual experience. from universal truths or principles 
to deductions held in disrepute. is more to , for 
the progressivist. than sense-perception, w~t 
must provide the frame of reference for Reason alone cannot 
oome to a knowledge of the tl"'U.th. 
Even though nee-orthodoxy rejects this system of epistemologJ, 
there seems to be a relationship. N'eo-orthodo:~cy", too, says that know-
ledge of God cannot be reasoned, for God will not allow man thoughts 
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about Himself.. Progressives that one is only able to "lmow" any 
object when a person becomes in active, live experience. !~eo-
orthodoxy's existential experience, hy ~nich man God, corresponds 
to the experience concept of progressive education .. 
Also, nee-orthodoxy rejects the progressivist concept of meta-
physics. Dewey questions any possibility of absolute reality. Human 
experience cannot be transcended. Experience is the only means that man 
possesses to penetrate secrets in the natural realm.. 
At this point nee-orthodoxy does not agree with progressive educa-
tion.. The dialectic of reality is here evidenced. God, in transcen-
dence, possesses reality, but reality is "Wholly other." God is 
not available to man by reason or thou.ghts. Only as God breaks through 
to man can m&J. know Him. 
We are now led· to the place where progressives and the neo-ortho-
dox are in a.gre0ment. Exper:i.ence is both the means and the method of know-
and of experiencing reality for progressive education. On the other 
hand9 the neo-orthodox, while disagreeing with progressives on some aspect 
of epistemology and meta~sios, logically comes to the same emphasis. 
This is the place and importance of experience. Since is completely 
transcendent, and lr.nown only as He existentially (in neo-ortlwdox usage) 
reveals to individual the individuals experience be-
comes the only of knowing. In light of thi~, authority the 
nee-orthodox becomes m:~.bjective and personal. Subjective experience 
does not explain the scope of the implication. For both pro-
gressives and ·the neo-orthodc..x, experience has a g:rea.ter source than 
one man's persorLal and p.rivate encounter. 
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dialectic of neo-orthodo:x;.v is evidenced in its aocep-
tan<~e of the e\rolu tionary vie\v Neo•orthodox ~~·u~.~ 
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this possible only 
which ultimately 
this the log ... 
the neo•orthodox are one in their insistence of 
unimportance of his-i;ory. to ever 
advanced the for 
reason is for neo-orthodoq. The 
to ma.J:l in the thought 
of men. but a record of a rebellion and sin against 
God. C:ont:;eqtJ God. cannot in history, making a reliable hie-
torioal 
side oft or 
\lJJOj':!. man 
i·tself .. 
God to do ao out-
this reason the supra-historical 
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is 
Bible cam1ot serve as a·u thori ty. ll'ha t written 
therein, must of necessity, u"'""'"·"'"' recording of man• s encounter 
w1 th God. God to man in C',..ontext.. The con·tent 
In themselves, they are not his-
of 
in myth and 
with 
published~ 
orthodox persue~sion. 
ence was not to 
to 
to 
avthora of this school 
them .. 
may have meant 
by 
beyond e.bov e history. 
field of 
being published 
of this• they may 
authors. 
this omission. 
education is aware 
scholars of the neo-
more refer-
ha:v-ing read 
that£ghtt there still remained a hesitancy 
that what may appear to mean one thing 
to the quoted. 
evidenced neo-orthodo~ beliefs. 
sino€~ their assooiatior. was~ in the main~ only implied, it seemed wise 
to omit quotations from such sources and adhere quite closely to 
ten 
sources 
ln closing this 
contribution to the field of 
to serve as a 
be last 
ought 
other areas as well. 
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r:n:. 
Dedicated to diametrically opposed principles, progressive educa-
tion and evangelicals little in common. 
Progressive education was st1~otured on prae~tic philoso~~r which 
accepted the ovolutionar~ hypothesis its entirety. We have seen how 
this related man all of in :purely natural terms. Hwnruli ty 
from animals only by virtue a more complex development. Not 
being to transcend himself, man became the basis of authority in the 
His was only avewe by which he could gain know-
ledge. Human improvement was inevitable. A dedication to evolution 
produced a fair degree of confidence in man. 
A supernatural world did not exist for progressives. Dewey re-
jected orthodo~ religious values totally. Any existent spiritual values 
would be relative. The origin of any such values would be created solely 
out of slowly evolving experience of the human race. These can have 
no absolute value a.n,y such value at a given time is not the 
highest, but merely the highest value yet • 
.Evangelicals take a different stand on each of these pointe. 
Evolution is rejected by evangelicals to that it is 
able to account for the appearance of man. Evangelicals do not de~ 
that in God's or8ation He may use the facts evolution such as sux~ival 
of best adapted forms and change, but naturalistic evolution was ruled 
out as :far as accounting for man.. But, whatever else may be so, evan ... 
gelioa.ls are convinced that man is a special creation of God, at least 
to the extent that he ia distinguished from lower animals by virtue of 
possessing an eternal living soul. Man is distinguished by virtue of 
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of 
to m:::Y~. the he was abl8 to transcend 
body and. tra...'1s cendence 
mal~J~s man 
s above a...'1d beyond 
.. God, off' 
did. !lot reside in in will lrJlown 
Bible by as the 
God it:> aa:me 
that are 
that 
man's , ncrt to relativity 
the 
s and 
tori cal not deru.ed as to 
in 
even though ~:; often above man• s ability to comprehend. Sc:l:'ip-
ture at times~ be abw e human reason but it is never contrary to 
human experience. 
In contrast to progressive education, evangelicals consider the 
pupil to be more than biological.. While he is a biological being11 the 
pupil is a. spiri tu:1l being as well. :Being- a. spiritual being gives him 
in God, 
'vrlth 
ae well. 
vitally 
his life. 
truths 
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a.re te ob-
viev1 of the and man. in Him 
by 
their 
we live, and 
move and have our 
IV. 
chapter been 
educa:tion and the three 
.. 
product. 
by 
and ever 
was 
in 
The use, 
consequence i:n 
that the BH:le was 
and 
1Aots 17a28a. .. 
e~Tolution aa 
·thought.. Eve-
to a 
in the 
all 
was conceived as an evolu-
came to be 
was the 
given, and 
of the fact 
oontai:ned absolute 
was, grounded in numan experience. 
Coe, to account the 
of man. 
and mu oh in corrauon 
i:nvolved. 
do xes .. of neo-orthod.ox theology accounted 
a of nao ... orthodoxy was the dia.lect:lc premise 
that 
t11iS 
Vtihile reject the and meta• 
beoomr:m 
yet a came to of 
Jesus .. 
and the s:re of l:Gind on 
oon:tend constant and progress 
make the of minor 
elements of (',od. and ditrino come outside of history oan 
little to their 
tho neo~orthodox school have contributed much 
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to the education in the ten years. 
edu.cat:ton stn1otured U't!On 
are dedicated to the 
as 
posi t:I on. ( 
values G.."ld uncharlt:,?j.ng existence in universe. 
t the Biblet as God's written has be~ received 
and final authority. His 
is ever relevant to life. 
has 
are considered and as spiritual beings. Their 
responsibility is to God§ existence is in Him. Apart from God, man 
is incomplete. 
VI 
ul:twl.<>.L>.J. AND CONCLUSIONS 
VI 
SUh~U~Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
A brief history has been showing the rise is 
1 
as progressive education. Contributors have been noted beginning 
oollegues. 
the philosophy which education, 
been treated. 2 been to be unique in that it is 
a philosophy and an educational theory. Implications to education, 
their basio 
oonsidered.4 
to education, 
inheritor 
.A chapter was 
ConseqtHmt educational implications were 
orthod.ox Christianity and 
:force in Pro tee-
which compared salient aspects of 
1 
progressive secular education and contemporary religious education. 
This survey was limited to a study of the underlying structure 
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of progressive semtlar education and contemporary religious education, and 
the eonaequent implications. Any consideration of specific curriculum, 
particular methods, and administratiolf of necessity, was excluded. As 
to progressive education 
was made in regard to the philosophical struotu.re, not to method and pro• 
oedure. :&.vangelicala were compared with progressive seou.lar e~luoa:tion and 
found to be in contrast on all major philosophical issues. However, evan• 
gelioals have no desire to be labeled as necessarily antagonistic to many, 
so-called• progressive methods. In fact, evangelicals concede that pro-
gressive method has been of service in making natural forces prominent in 
education. 
At the same time, the evangelical will contend that maD¥ of the 
basic methods and procedures ot education credited. to progressive education 
actually were practiced by the Hebrews and Judiastio schools. In light of 
thislt evw:Jgelicals do not concede the origination :tuethoda and procedures 
now known as nprogressive" to secular progressive education. 
An objectivet impartial investigation by this been 
attempted. No specific conclusions have been stated. Only the underlying 
structures of the several areas of education and their 
tions have been presented. Specific conclusions have been left with the 
reader. No specific evaluation of relative merit or demerit in any case, 
has been intended. However, such considerations would be useful for 
further study. 
Several general statements concerning this survey may be valuable 
to a future investigator. 
P.rogresai ve education 
in favor of natt1raliatio sciences and • thP. case, 
man was the apex of the natu.raliatic, evoluUona.ry cycle. Ji,~an 
possessed. within himself 1ihe ability to meet all his needs that are evi-
denced in the exegenoies modern life. was 
final proving ground of all thin,.gs. There being no or thing 
r.tade absolutes externally impossible. Truth 
valuea were necessarily relative.. :Being dedica:ted to the evolutionary 
hypothesis pupil be likewise considered. He is a bio-
logical, physiological and sociological animal without an i~~ortal, 
spiritual existence. 
Protestantism also the natural, evolutionary 
origin of man. was not held to be a special of God. 
he was uv•~•l:J•~u.t::rL·"'~IJ. to be a o£ the anthropoid • 
Liberalism applied the evolutionar'J to the Bible. Being 
the natural product of means, the was other 
book. Consequently, the absolute and final authority aspect was denied 
to the ScriptQres. 
God was viewed in the life. His transcendent, personal 
attributes were de-emphasized in favor of an impersonal, immanent stress. 
Divin~ty in any supernatural manner was denied to Jesu.s Christ. 
was the Son God only to the extent that all :men are the Sons of 
God. Christ accorded a special position only in that he was the 
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supreme creation in the evolutionary process. 
accepted the evolutio~·y hypothesis, sin and guilt in 
persons came to be considered only as holdovers in the evolutionary 
process. Salvation from these drags on society can be corrected by edu-
cation and a correcting of social evils. 
Neo-orthodo~t in contrast, to liberalism, the complete 
tra,nscendence of God. God was ••Wholly Other t 11 unapproachable. God 
could not be spoken of in the experiential terms of man. 
The Bible was accepted by of nee-orthodoxy as a natural 
product, mtbjeot to the of historical criticism. These tests were 
conducted on the the Bible was a~ evolutionary product of 
man's strivings after God. Consequently the contents of it would be open 
for revision. 
Theology could not be formal nor could ultimate authority be as-
cribed to the Bible. Experience became testing ground for truth, 
not propositional authority Scripture. 
Evangelical Prot eatantism is distinctive its position. Evan• 
gelicals believe in a supe:r·natural religion. both transcendent, 
by virtue of being Creator, and immanent the world.. Nature ia not 
God but of working. man be, 
he is a special creation by virtue of his possession 
of an eternal soul., Man is spiritual .... he the purely '"'"'"""~''"" 
world. 
The Bible is a revealed book. In it is found ul• 
final authority. The Scriptures are Godhl after man. 
In the of the Bible is found revele.tio:n which man could know in no 
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other way except by supernatural revelation .. 
Sin is a personal, moral breach 
viz., God and man. w~s not able in his own strength to effect a recon-
ciliation. God only was able, and did. sent only Son to man 
to bear the penalty for sin and thereby effect a reconciliation between 
God and man. Jews Christ is accepted as real and man in 
the same Person. I!is divinity and humanity were complete. 
Salvation was provided to man ~1tting trust and faith in 
God through Christ. 'This faith is the only means of restoration 
from sin to holiness. 
While the purpose this paper has been to make a comparative 
study of progressi v'" education and contempora.I"J religious education, much 
more has suggested itself. 
A study comparing each the three main emphases in Protestantism 
to each other would be valuable. Since the evangelical positio~ is gen-
erally conceded to be in the main line historically, liberalism and nee-
orthodoxy could profitably be compared to it in several ways. Following 
a study o:f each respective theology, a consideration of curriculum content 
would be useful. 
Also, a study dealing with the moral and spiritual involvements 
of progressive education would be of service. What has been gained or 
lost? Has progressive education been a positive force in human progress? 
Such questions might be asked which would evaluate progressive education 
in the light of its resultant product. 
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